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FIRST AID 
Dr. E. F. McCampbell, Dean of the College of 
Medicine, Ohio State University, and of the Medical 
Reserve Corps, U. S. Army, will conduct a course in 
First Aid given with the authorization of the Ameri-
can National Red Cross. This course is open to Sum-
mer Session students. It will be placed at an hour 
when there are no regular University classes. Time 
and place will be announced in The Lantern, which is 
to be issued twice a week during the Summer Session. 
1 
ART 
Office, 203 Hayes Hall 
PROFESSOR C. F. KELLEY 
119. Appreciation of Art. One credit hour. A lecture 
course designed to give the layman some technical knowledge 
of the subject and to train his observation of works of art. 
131. Elementary Drawing. Two credit hours. Special em-
phasis is laid upon proportion and form and much rapid drawing 
is done. 
141. Elementary Design. Two credit hours. Lecture and 
laboratory. The principles of the theory and practice of design 
in form and color. 
Courses 131 and 141 are prerequisites for all other courses 
in design and in water color offered by the Art Department. 
Schedule of Classes 
119- M., W., 4......... . ................. Ha. 204 Kelley 
131- Tu.. W ., Th., F ., 7 :SO-9 :30 ... •. ••• Ha. 303 Kelley 
Ul- M., Tu., Th., F., 9 :30 .......•••... • •• Ha. 204 KelleY 
BOHEMIAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Office, 317 University Hall 
MR. L. Z. LERANDO 
Selected readings and easy examples of Bohemian Literature 
with a study of grammar, word structure, and careful attention 
to pronunciation. Illustrated lectures will cover the subjects of 
history, customs, development of arts and growth of social and 
educational ideals among Bohemians and other Slavs. 
(The slides will be furnished by courtesy of the Department 
of Slavic languages in the State University of Nebraska and 
the Bohemian National Council of America.) 
Schedule of Class 
Four hours a week-to be arranged........ . . U. H. 317 Lerando 

SUMMER SESSION 
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
WILLIAM OXLEY THOMPSON, D. D., LL. D .... . .... University Hall 
President 0./ tile Ullh1ersity 
M. BLAKEMORE EvANS, Ph. D . . .. . ........... 103 University Hall 
Dh'ector 0./ tile Summu 5iessi01z 
CARl, E. STEEB, B. Ph ............. , " ., ...... n6 University Hall 
Secretary 0./ Board 0./ Trustees alld Bttsi1less Mallager 
EDITH D. COCKINS, B. A. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . ........ YOI University Hall 
Relrtstrar, Ulliversity Editor, and Secretary 0./ the Ulliversity FaC1ll~l' 
LESTER E. WOLFE, M. A ... . ................. 100 University Hall 
Secretary 0./ E'ltra1lCe Board a,lId Appointment Committee 
TEACHING STAFF 
WILFORD M. AIKIN, 1\1. A ........................ 100 C Hayes Hal1 
Ass1slant Professor 0./ Prillciples o/Educatioll 
WILT, IAM H. Ar,LIsoN, Ph. D .... , ............ , 204 University Hall 
Pro./essor 0./ European Hi;tory, 
Colgate U1IIversity 
LEWIS F. ANDERSON, Ph. D ........... .... . , ..... 100 A Hayes Hall 
Pro./essor 0./ History and Philosophy 0./ Education 
CH."Rf,ES L. ARNOLD, M. SC . .................. 314 University Hall 
Associate Pro./essor of Jlfathelilatics 
(;.EORGE F. ARPS, Ph. D . ....... , ............... 403 University Hal1 
Pro./essor 0/ Psychology 
EMIl, H. J. BALZ, M. SC ................ . ....... 100 Chemistry Hall 
Assistallt ill Clzemistry 
SARAH T. BARROWS, M. L ......... •... .... .... . 317 University Hall 
Assistant Pro./essor oj (.--ermall 
\VII,I,lA1\I. M. BARROWS, M. L ...... lor Botany and Zoology Building 
Assistant Pro./essor 0./ Zoology 
-J 
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EDWIN L. BECK, M. A .................... .. ... 103 Physic Building 
AsslStallt Professor of Erlglish 
Ar,UERT 1\1. BLEILI" M. D .. ' ............. .... 204 Biological Hall 
Professor of Physiology 
CARl. W. BOCK, M, A .......................• 403 University Hal1 
.";ssistallt in Psychology 
G~:ORGE :,\1. BOLLING, Ph. D ................. 307 University Hall 
P';ofessor of G1'eek Language O1ld Literatflre 
CEClr. E. BOORD, Ph. D ....................... 100 Chemistry Hall 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
GOT.DEN ROyER ..................................... Gymnasium 
Stude11! Assistant i1~ Physical Education 
] .un;s W. BRIDGES, Ph. D ..................... 403 University Hall 
Instructor in Psycllology 
CLYDE BROOKS, M.D .. ......... . ................ 104 Biological Hall 
Professor of Physiology 
SAMUJU, W. BROWN, Ph. D ....................... 100B Hayes Hall 
Professor of School Administrati011 
CHARLF.!) A. BRUCE, B. A ................. . ..... 305 University Hall 
Professor oj Romance Languages 
\VIl:'UAM W. CAMPBELL, M. A ............................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . " ... . . .... . 205 Horticulture and Forestry Building 
Director of flf1lsic, Westminster College 
LEOPOl.D CARDON, B. es Lettres ......... . ....... 305 University Hall 
Instructor in R01llallce La11gflages 
FRANK R. CASTLEMAN, B. Sc .... .. . . . . ........ . ... Athletic House 
Professor of Physical Education 
ALBERT R. CHANDLER, Ph. D .................. 321 University Hall 
Assistant Pro/essor of PhilosoPhy 
GEORGE S. CHAPIN, M. A ........ .. ............. 305 Un iversity Hall 
Assistatlt Professm' of Romance Langflages 
JOHN L. CUI-"rON, B. Sc. (Edu.) ....... . ......... . . roo C Hayes Hall 
Assistant Professor of tIle Pri11ciples and Practice of Education 
FRA. CIS W. COKER. Ph. D ..................... 200 University Hall 
Professor of Political Science 
J. FOREs'r CRAIG, M. A ........... . . ......... 103 P hysics Building 
Instructor i11 English 
SUMMER SESSION 3 
SAMUEl. C. DERB'>',1\1. A ... ..... ... .. ......... 307 University Hall 
Professor of Latin 
EnWlN P. DURRI\. 'T, M. A .......•....•.•...... 204 Biological Hall 
blstrudor itt Physiology 
BY.RTHOI,D A. EISENLOHR, M. A .......... " .... 3I7 University Hall 
Professor oj German 
W.U.LACE S. El.DEN, Ph. D ....... .. ........ . .. 307 University Hall 
Professor of Latin 
JOH!'! E. EVANS, M. A ....................... . 403 University Hall 
J1lstructor in Psychology 
WlLLIAM L. EVA!'!S, Ph. D ...................... 203 Chemistry Hall 
Professor of Chemistry 
CHARLES W. FOULK, B. A . •..........• .•....... 204 Chemistry Hall 
Professor of Chemistry 
WILLIAM L. GRAVES, M. A ............... . .... 203 Physics Building 
Professor of Engtr.sh 
EDWARD F. HEAR ....... . .. 205 Horticulture and Forestry Building 
Professor of Piallo Playiflg alld Harmony, 
Westminster College 
HOMER C. HOCKETT, B. L . ..................... 207 University Hall 
Prqfessor of A-meriam History 
ROBERT C. HUMMELL, M. A ...... . ............. 100 Chemistry Hall 
Instntdor in Chemistry 
EVA HUNTER . .. .......... .......... ............... Gymnasium 
Assisiatzt itt Plzysical Educati01l 
EDGAR S. INGRAHAM, Ph. D ................... 305 University Hall 
Professor of Romance Lang1zages 
HEINRICH C. KEIDEL, Ph. D .............. . ... 317 University Hall 
Assistant Professor of German 
CHARLES F. KELLEY, B. A ... .. ........... . . ....... 203 Hayes Hall 
Professor if Art 
VICTOR A. KETCHAM, B. A., LL. B ............ 103 Physics Building 
Assistant Professor of English 
PRANK J. KL1NGBERG, Ph. D .............. .. .. 204 University Hall 
Professor of Modern Europeatz History, 
fJ,tiversity of SOt~them Califomia 
4 THE OHIO STATE U IVERSITY 
LEONARD V. Koos, M. A ........................ 100 B Hayes Hall 
Associate Pro/essor of School Administration, 
Untversity of Waslli1lgt01/ 
H.-I.RRY W. KUHN, Ph. D ..................... 314 University Hall 
Professor of Mathematics 
FRANCIS L. LANDACRE, Ph. D ............. '" .. r05 Biological Hall 
Professor of A?latomy 
JOSEl'H A. LEIGHTON, Ph. D., LL. D . . : ......... 32[ University Hall 
Professor of Pllilosophy 
LUDWIG LEW[SOHN, Litt. U .................... 318 University Hall 
Assistant Profess01' of Gerllla11 
OLIVER C. I,oCKHART, M. A ......................... 5 Page Hall 
Professor of Economics a1ld Sociology 
JOHN T. LYMAN, Ph. D .... . .. • ............... 203 Townshend Hall 
Professor of Agricltlttwal Chemistry 
VERA M. McCoy, M. A ............... 202 Veterinary Laboratory 
Instructor i11 Bacteriology 
GEORGE H. McKNIGHT, Ph. D ... . . . ......... r03 Physics Building 
Professor of E1tglislz 
EDGAR H. McNEAL, Ph. D ..................... 204 University Hall 
Professo·r of EllrOpea11 History 
ALr.IsoN W. MARSH, B. A ...................... . ....... Gymnasium 
Instructor ill Pllysical Ed1"atioll 
ARTHUR R. MEAD, M. A..... ............ .... . roo A Hayes Hall 
Associate Professor of Education, OMo lVesle)lan UlIiversity 
ROBERT MEIKLEJOHN, M. E ....................... 205 Brown Hall 
Assistant Professor of E1lgineering Drawi1lg 
SELMA MESLOH, B. A., B. Sc. (Edu.) ................. Gymnasium 
Assisia1tt in Physical Edltcatio11 
ED!'rH S. MOODrE ..................................... Gymnasium 
Director of Physical Education, Tllomas Normal 
Training Scllool, Detroit 
CHARLES B. MORREY, M. D .... . ..... 202 Veterinary Laboratory 
Professor of Bacteriology 
JOSEPH S. MYERS, B. A ................ . ........ 226 Shop Building 
Professor of J01wllalism 
SUMMER SESSION 5 
HUBER'! L, OT.IN .....• , •...................... 100 Chemistry Hall 
Assistant Pro/essor 0/ Chemistry 
Cr.ARENcE PERKINS, Ph. D ................ 204 University Hall 
Pro/essoro/ EltrOpeatl History 
CHARI.liS E. PERSONS, Ph. D ..... .. .. ...... ... . .... 5 Page Hall 
Pto/essor 0/ Economics and Sociolog,', Waskil1gton U1tiversity 
SAMUEL E. RASOR, M. Sc ..................... 314 University Hall 
Pro/essor 0/ AfatllCmatics 
CLYDE O. RUGGLES, Ph. D.. . ..... . .. ..... ...... .... 5 Page Hall 
Professor 0/ Economics and Sociology 
FREDERICK J. SALTER, M. Sc .. . ............. 202 Townshend Hall 
Instructor itt A.rricutturat Chemistry 
ARTIDJR hl. SCHLESINGER, M, A .. ............. 207 University Hall 
Assistatlt P.ro/essor 0/ America1t History 
JOHN P. SCHNEIDER, Ph. D ........ . ........... 103 Physics Building 
Professor 0/ English, Wittenberg College 
AI.PHEUS W. SMITH, Ph. D . ... .... ............ 107 Physics Building 
A ssistallt Proftssor 0/ Physics 
ROBERT E. SMITH. . . . . . .. . ...... . ...... ............ Shop Building 
A ssistallt ilt ~l/oodUJorki'lg 
GC:BBARD ST¥.GEMAN, M. A . ..... ..... ........ roo Chemistry Hall 
A ssistallt itt CllC1nistry 
MARIE STEHLE ........ ..... . ' .. .. JOl Botany and Zoology Building 
Department 0/ Zoology 
LVNN W. ST. JOHN, B. Ph . ......................... Athletic Honse 
Prqfessor oj Physicol Edttcati011 
WILMER G. STOVER, M. A ........ 102 Botany and Zoology Bnilding 
Assistant Pro/essor 0/ BotallY 
CARL L. SVENSEN, B. Sc ........................ 205 Brown Hall 
Instructor w Engitteering Drawing 
EDWIN S. TODD, Ph. D ... , ............................ 5 Page Hall 
Professor of Ecollomics, lJfiami University 
EDGAR N. TRANSEAU, Ph. D .. . ... . 102 Botany and Zoology Building 
p.yo/essor of Botany 
GEORGE M. TRAUTMAN, B. Sc. (For.) ................. Gymnasium 
Imtrllctor in Physical Educati01t 
6 THE OIIIO TATE U~lVER ITY 
HARLAN UPDEGR.AFF, Ph. D ....... .. ............ 100 B Hayes Hall 
Prof~ssor of School Adlllillislmlioll, ('l1i1:cnilJ' of 
Pennsylvania 
ELDEN L. USR.\', M. A .......................... 212 Shop Buildin~ 
Professor oj lIfallual Trail/illl{ 
JAMES H. WARREN, M. D ....................... 105 Biological Hall 
butrllC/or itl A /la/omy 
ALIIRRT P. WEISS, Ph. D ........................ 403 University Hall 
Assistant Professor of PsycllololJY 
JOHN W. WILCE, B. A ..... .... . ................... Athletic House 
Proftssor of Physical Education 
EARl, W. WILI,Y, M. A................. .. .. 103 Physics Buildin~ 
Instructor in E711Jf1'sh 
OWEN E. WJLLlA,tS, B. SC .......................... 205 Brown Hall 
Assistant Prof~ssor of E71lJilze~rinlJ Dra1l'i711J 
DWIGHT A. WOODBURY, M. Sc ................ T07 Physics Buildin~ 
InstrlKtor in PlI)'sics 
J.A~JES H. YOUNG, 1. SC ...................... looChemistn· Hall 
/lIstnlcior ill Chemistry 
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
The Ohio State Univer-ity is supported by appropriations from 
the State and Federal governments. It i the largest university in 
Ohio. It ranks ninth in size in the Cnited tate. and fourth among 
the. tate Universities. 
The campus and farm cover 585 acres. The campns proper con-
tains 110 acres. There llJ"e thirty-three buildings on the campus, and 
four residences. The total value of land and buildings is over $5,000,000. 
The enrollment in the University, November 1st, 1916, was 5761, and 
the number of in trnctors and administrative officers numbered 541. 
The University is open on equal terms to both sexes. 
LOCATION 
The University is situated within the corporate limits of the city 
of Columbus. and is reached by means of the High Street or • -eil 
.-\ ven ue electric cars. 
The offices of the Entrance Board, the Regi trar, the Bursar, and 
the Pre ident of the University are located in University Hall. 
ORGANIZATION 
For convenience of administration, the departments of the Uni-
versity are grouped into organizations called colleges. The Ohio 
tate niversity comprises eleven colleges and a grad uate school, each 
u nder the administration of a Dean and College Faculty, as follows: 
G raduate School College of Education 
College of Agricnlture CoUege of Engineering 
College of Arts, Philo ophy College of Homceopathic Mel\icine 
and Science College of Law 
College of Commerce and College of Medicine 
Journalism College of Pharmacy 
College of Dentistry College of Veter inary Medicine 
SUMMER SESSION 
In addition to the above, there is a Summer ession under the 
supervision of a Director and governing committee for the admini -
tration of the regular University cOllrses offered in the su=er. 
This bulletin is devoted exclusively to a description of the work 
offered during the Summer Session of 1917. 
S,,fr-The ljnlver.lty publlshps a buUetln dp,;crll.t\\,e of each coJlp):'!' 
Copl~s may be obtllined by "ddrpss!ng L. E. wolr ... E'Cretary of the Emrnnc .. 
Board. Ohio tat ... Cnivt'rslty. Columbus. Ohio. "lid 8totlng Ih~ coil~IW 111 




On the joint recommendation of the State Department of Public 
Instruction, the President of the University, and the Dean of the Col-
lege of Education, no courses in Practice Teaching will be offered in 
the Summer Session of [917 at the Ohio State University. In their 
opinion, cour es in Practice Teaching cannot at present be conducted 
effectively and satisfactorily in summl'r schools. 
T HE COBURN PLAYERS 
Jttly 25 and 26 the Coburn Players of New York will give three 
open-air performances on the campus under the auspices of the Uni-
versity. This will afford an excellent opportunity for students of the 
Summer Session to see the Shakespearian Revivals of this admirable 
company. 
PROFESSOR HARLAN UPDEGRAFF 
Professor Harlan Updegraff of the College of Education, of the 
University of Pennsylvania, has been secured to give two courses in 
the Department of School Adminstration: Adminstration of Second-
ary Schools (113) and Seminary in City School Survey (20r). 
T HE LANTERN 
For the first time, the Department of Journalism offers courses 
during the Summer Session. Under the direction of this department, 
there will be a semi-weekly edition of the Lantern issued. 
PRINCIPLES OF THE HISTORICAL STUDY OF LANGUAGE 
The special attention of all teachers a nd students of lauguage, 
both English and foreign, is called to this extremely important course 
listed under the Department of Comparative Literature and Language. 
DEUTSCHES HAUS 
A DEUTSCIIES HAUS, in which German will be used exclusively 
and German newspapers and periodicals will he kept on file, will be 
conducted by the German Department. 
It is a recognized fact that the lack of ability to nse the spoken 
language is the weakest point in the eqnipment of the average teacher 
of German. Two months spent in a house where only German is 
spoken will do much to remedy this defect. 
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The cost per individual will not exceed $12 a month for room. 
Board will also be offered and will be open to a limited number of 
men and women not living in tbe house. The cost of board will not 
exceed $4.50 a week. 
Application should be made at once to Professor Sarah Barrows. 
Department of German, Ohio State University. 
SUMMER UBRARY SCHOOL 
The Ohio State Board of Library Commissioners. by arrange-
ment with the Ohio State Gniversity, plans to conduct a summer library 
school, July 2-August IT, inclusive, 1917. The school will be under 
the immediate direction of the State Library Organization Department, 
and will be held in the Library of the Ohio State University. This 
course does not take the place of the longer term schools, but is designed 
especially for those persons holding positions in the smaller libra-
ries who wish to improve their library technique, and who may not 
have either the time or the means to attend one of the regular library 
schools. It is expected that no tuition fee will be charged. 
No entrance examinations will be required, but candidates are sup-
posed to have completed a high school course, or its equivalent. Only 
those persous holding positions in libraries or who are under definite 
appointment to library positions will be considered eligible. The 
course will consist of class work, visits to libraries and other places of 
professional interest and it is expected that sufficient funds will be 
available to provide for occasional lectures on special topics by visiting 
librarians. 
Requests for application blanks or further information should be 
addressed to the Director, J . Howard Dice, 14ibrary Organization 
Department, State House, Columbus, Ohio. 
SUMMER SESSION 
A REGULAR SESSION OF THE UNIVERSITY 
GENERAL lNFORMA TION 
The thirteenth ummer ession of the Ohio tate t: niversity will 
open Thursday, June :21, and close eight weeks later 011 Thursday, 
August 16, 1917. Instructiou will begin in all departments on June 
22, and, except where otherwise indicated in the departmental an-
nouncements, will continue for eight week . 
PURPOSE OF THE SESSION 
The special aim of the Summer Session is to place the extellsi\'e 
equipment of the lJniversity at the service of those who cannot be in 
residence at the University during the regular academic year. The 
cour es are so planned as to meet the needs of (a) superintendents, 
high school principals, supervisors aud teachers; (b) graduate students: 
(c) undergraduate college students; (d) special students over 21 years 
of age. 
All students who attend the Summer e ion are registered in one 
of the regular colleges of the University, determined by the field in 
which they wish to study or the purpose they have in view. 
An effort is made to change the courses from year to year in such 
a way as to make the work of the Summer Sessions continuous. 
Standard elementary courses are offered annually. Certain standarc\ 
ad vanced and graduate courses are given every second or third ummer. 
'tudents are advised to pursue systematic work extending over sev-
eral years. 
SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS 
Special attention will be given to the problems of chool adminis-
tration. The study of school law, of the relation of the school to the 
community, of the authority of different chool officers, and of the 
policies that should control supervision will greatly a ist in solving 
local educational problems. 
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SUPERVISORS AND TEACHERS 
Cour es for teachers will be offered in the philo ophy, psychology, 
hi -tory, organization and supervision of education. The "arious 
phases of the teaching process will be treated, and an effort will be 
ma,le to prepare teachers in professional subjects. High School 
teachers will be given an opportunity to obtain elementary and 
ach'ancL'() work alongtbe lines of their specialties and to discuss the best 
methods of teaching their SUbjects. Courses are offered in the teach-
ing of athletics, English, European history, German, Latin, mathe-
matics. mu ic, physical education and zoology. 
GRADUATE WORK 
' pecial provision is made in the Summer Session for teacher~ and 
others already holding a bachelor's degree to pursue advanced lines 
of work either as special students or as candidates for a higher degree. 
The increased demand for graduate work in the University has led to 
the organization of a separate school known as the Graduate School, 
which has under its supervision all the graduate work offered in 
the University. Attention is especially called to the fact that students 
holding a degree from an approved college may satisfy the residence 
requirement for the degree of Master of Arts by attending tbree sum-
mer e sions, provided a satisfactory amount of additional work is 
carried 011 between se sions. under the supervision of the department 
concerned. It is thus possible for a student whose training is such 
a to enable him to begin graduate work to secure the degree, 
;\Iasterof Arts, by attending three summer sessions. This rule applies 
to graduate students only. 
Further information concerning graduate work may be ohtained 
hy addressing the Dean of the Graduate School. 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Courses are also offered to enable tudents now ellrolled in lhis 
l'niversity or in other colleges and universities not offering course 
during the summer, to earn advanced credit and to remove conditions. 
The shop are open to those students whose courses require summer 
shopwork, and to such as desire to do advanced or extra work of this 
character. 
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1917 
Mauy of the courses opeu to fresbmen in the Colleges of Agricul-
ture, Arts, Philosopby and Science, Education, and Engineering are 
offered during the Summer Session. Some students utilize the um-
mer Session to lighten the work of the first year or to gain credits 
toward one of the combination courses leading to two degrees. It is 
possible by Summer Session work to complete certain four year courses 
in three years. A student should consult the secretary of the college 
he desires to enter before selecting the work to be carried during 
the summer. 
LAKE LABORATORY 
The University maintains a summer laboratory on Lake Erie at 
Cedar Point near Sandusky, which is designed to meet the nl"eds of 
teachers and students who wish to give special attention to zoology 
and botany. The regular work of the Laboratory begins Juue 21 and 
closes August 2, but by special arrangement it will remain open to 
research students for two weeks longer. 
In 'addition to the general courses which serve as an introduction 
to these subjects, courses are offered for advanced students in botany, 
entomology, ecology, experimental zoology, vertebrate and inverte-
brate morphology, embryology, and ichthyology. 
The location affords excellent opportunities for beginning investi-
gation and for securing material for work already begun. 
The laboratory is open to investigators and everything possible is 
doue to facilitate the work of advanced students and teachers. The 
staff of instructors includes a number of the best and most experienced 
teachers of these subjects from the different colleges of the Stale. A 
special bulletin concerning the courses offered, the conditions of 
admission, and the expenses, may be secured by addressing the Sec-
retary of tbe Entrance Board. 
ADMISSION 
The requirements for admission to the Summer Session are the 
same as those for admission to the other regular sessions of the Univer-
sity. Students already admitted to the University need present no 
further credentials. Students who have not been !ldmitted must 
apply to the Entrance Board for admission to one of the Colleges of 
the University or to the Graduate School. This may be done by cor-
respondence. Prospective Summer Session students are urgently 
requested to secure admission cards before the opening day of the 
session. In writing to the Entrance Board state that admission to the 
Summer Session is desired. A student may be admitted either as a 
regular student or as a special stndent. 
A regular student is one who has met the regular entrance require-
ments of the college in which he wishes to study. Any graduate of 
a first grade high school may enter the College of Arts, Philosopby 
and Science or the College of Education. For graduation, bowever, 
certain prescribed requirements must be satisfied. On these, and on 
the requirements for entrance to other colleges of the University, a 
rletailed statement will be found in the bulletin of General Information, 
which may be secured from L. E. Wolfe, Secretary of the Entrance 
Board. 
ADMISSION TO SPECIAL STUDIES 
A special student is one who has met the regular eutrance require-
ments and desires to do special work, or one who is at least twenty-
one years of age and has not met the regular entrance requirements 
but who has satisfied the Entrance Board and the Executive Com-
mittee of the appropriate college that he is qualified to do the work in 
question. This classification will include students of other colleges 
and universities, who enter only for the Summer Session and who 
bring statements from the registrar of their college certifying to at 
least freshman standing. 
REGISTRATION 
Registration con ists of the following steps in the order indi-
cated: The student must secure (I) an admission card from the EnJ 
trance Board; (2) an election (or class) card from the secretary of the 
appropriate college or of the Graduate School; (3) a fee-card from the 
office of the Registrar. 
Fees are payable at the office of the Bursar, and must be paid be-
fore the student will be admitted to classes. 
LATE REGISTRATION 
Students who enter late will be given an opportunity to make u p 
a reasonable amount of work, but those entering after June 3 0 will 
find it impossible to take full work for credit. Students who expect 
to register late should communicate with the departments in which 
their work will be laken and arrange to do some necessary reading 
in advallce. 
NOTICE TO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
Students in attendance during the academic year 1916-17, who 
intend to register in the Summer Session should confer with their 
college secretaries and complete their eleclion cards before the end 
of the second semester. 
The various secretaries may be found as follows: 
Summer Session-Room 103, University Hall 
College of Agriculture-Room roo. Townshend Hall 
College of Arts, Philosophy and Science-
Room 100, University Hall 
College of Commerce and Journalism-
Room 103, Page H all 
College of Education-Room 2II, University Hall 
College of Engineering-Room 131, Lord Hall 
Graduate School-Room 103, University Hall 
Other offices are as follows: 
Entrance Board-Room 107, University Hall 
Registrar-Room 101, University Hall 
Bursar-Room rr6, University Hall 
Appointment Committee-Room 107, University HaJJ 
J4 
UM)1ER SESSION IS 
SPECIAL COURSES 
Certain courses not offered in the Summer Session may be obtained 
by special arrangement with the Director. For such courses a tuition 
fee will be charged by the instructor giving the work. If a demand 
for any special course shall come from ten or more persons before 
June 2I. an effort will be made to add it to the regular list of courses. 
UNIVERSITY CREDITS 
The maximum amount of work that may be carried for credit is 
eight semester hours except upon the approval of the Executive Com-
mittee of the College in which the student is registered. A course 
satisfactorily completed will carry with it the credit indicated in the 
announcement of the course. 
DEGREES 
Full university credit is given for Summer Session work toward 
the degrees offered by the various colleges. For full information on 
requirements for degrees see the college bulletins. The requirement 
of notless than one year's residence in this University may be satisfied 
by four Summer Sessions or by two Summer Sessions and one se-
mester. For the residence requirement of graduate students see p. II. 
Those desiring to work for a bachelor'S degree should secure 
through the Secretary of the Entrance Board a copy of the appropriate 
college bulletin. Those desiring to work toward an advanced degree 
should secure a copy of the bulletin of the Graduate School. 
FEES AND OTHER EXPENSES 
The Summer Session fee, which does not vary with lhe number 
of courses taken, is eight dollars. No one may attend any Summer 
Session lecture or t!xercise unless he has duly registered and paid the 
Summer Session fee, or uuless the lecture or exercise has been an-
nounced as open to the public. 
LABORATORY FEES 
Students are also required to pay for all materials consumed in 
laboratory work. To meet the cost of these materials a deposit of five 
dollars is required for each laboratory course, and four dollars for each 
course in shopwork. The deposit must be made at the Bursar's office 
before the work is begun. All laboratory supplies-are sold to students 
at the General Store Room, Chemistry Hall, at first cost to the Uni-
versity, and charged against deposits. Any unused part of the deposit 
is refunded at the end of the Summer Session. For the use of a locker 
at the gymnasium a fee of fifty cents is charged, which includes the 
rental of towels. 
ROOMS AND BOARD 
Board and lodging may be obtained near the campus. Rooms 
accommodating two persons may be rented at prices ranging from $8.00 
to $[2.00 a month. Room with board will cost from $5.00 to $6.00 a 
week. Meals may be obtained at convenient restaurants for $3.50 a 
week. It is quite possible to cover all expenses, including books, but 
110t including transportation, during the Session for about $60. It is 
not necessary to engage a room in advance. 
Men should make application for rooms to the University 
Y. M. C. A., in Ohio Union. 
Women should make application for rooms to the Dean of Women, 
Orton Hall. 
OXLEY HALL 
Oxley Hall, the residence for young women, will be open from 
June 21 to August 16. The Hall is situated on the campus at the 
northern terminus of the Neil Avenue street-car line. 
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It will be under the management of a house superintendent as 
during the academic year. The desire of the management is to pro-
vide modem facilities with a congenial homelike environment. 
Each student is provided with the following articles: a study 
table, two chairs, chiffonier, mirror, hook-case, anc! a single bed with 
mattress, pillows, and all necessary bedding. 
Applications for rooms should be sent to Miss Josephine Matthews, 
House Superintendent. Oxley Hall, Columbus, Ohio. 
References will be required of all applicants for rooms. Appli-
cants should state whether they desire a single room, a double room 
with roommate, or a suite. As there are only a limited number of 
single and double rooms, it is not always possible to give the accom-
modatious requested. The young women will be expected to take the 
daily care of their rooms. 
A deposit of $5.00 is required from all applicants for rooms in Ox-
ley Hall for the Summer Session. 
Charges-The rates have been fixed as follows: 
Board and room for one person, $48.00 for full session. 
Board and double room for two persons, $46.00 each for full session. 
Board and suite for two persons, $50.00 each for full session. 
Board aud suite for three persons, $48.00 each for full session. 
Board to persons living outside of the Hall will be furnished at 
the rate of $4.25 a week. 
OHIO UNION 
The Ohio Uniou, the social center for the men of the University, 
will be open as usual during the summer term from 6:30 a. m. to 8:00 
p. m. It contains a cafeteria dining-room, patronized by both men 
and women, open from 6:30 a. m. to 7:00 p. m. The billiard room, 
reading and writing rooms and lounging-room are open to men; its 
committee rooms are available for gatherings of men and women on 
application to the management. Situated on the campus, its dining-
room is delightfully cool and has the advantage of being conveniently 
located with respect to the University buildings. 
UBRARrns,LABORATORmS,MUSEU~ 
The University Library contains 168,000 bonnd volumes and sev-
eral thousaud pamphlets. The Uuiversity Library will be open each 
week-day throughout the Session for the use of the students from 7:30 
a. m. to 10 p. m. except on Saturdays, when it closes at I p. m. The 
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SJlCciallibraries of all departmeuts in which courses are given will he 
acces ible to students. 
Students mu t register at the Library before books may be with-
drawn. No fee is charged for this registration. 
In addition to the University Library there are located in Columbu • 
the Ohio tate Archeological and Historical Society Library, the State 
Lihrary and the Library of the Supreme Court at the Capitol, the 
Columbus Public Library, and the Columbus Public School Library. 
These libraries number approximately 500,000 volumes, all of which 
a re available to Univtrsity students. 
The Univer ity has uumerous well-equipped laboratories aud 
mll eurns for practical instruction in the sciences and technologic art . 
THE ST ATE INSTITUTIONS 
To permit Ohio teachers to become acquainted with the state 
in titutions in Columbus, arrangements will be made for visits to the 
Capitol. the Penitentiary. and the Institutions for the Feeble- linded. 
the Insane, the Deaf. anu the Blind. Preceding each excursion, a 
lecture bearing airectly upon the subject of the trip will be given by 
a rnembt"r of the faculty. All students of the Summer Session are in-
vited to joiu these excursions. 
CONVOCATION 
One of the features of the Summer Session will be public add res 'es 
and entertainments in the University Chapel during the hour from 9:30 
to 10:30 a. m. on 'Vednesdays. The addresses will be on subjects of 
popular and general interest, and will be given by members of the 
University Faculty aud by prominent persons outside the University. 
RECREATION 
The gymnasium will be open during the Summer Session anu will 
afford opportunity for voluntary exercise and iudoor games. Tht 
equipment and apparatus may be used and the lockers, showers anu 
swimming pool will be open to tho e who wish to use them, subject 
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to a fee of fifty cents. The tennis courts will be kept in good condi-
tion for use and are open to all students registered during the session, 
upon the payment of the caretaker's fee of fifty cents. A base ball 
team will be organized in connection with the athletic courses, aud 
other teams may be organized in other departments or clubs. A 
special track and field meet will be held near the close of the session 
open to all students. 
All athletics and recreation work will be in charge of L. W. 
St. John, Professor of Physical Education. 
Opportunity will be afforded students of the Summer Session to 
become better acquainted with each other as well as with the members 
of the faculty through several informal social gatherings. 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
All courses are given for eight weeks, unless otherwise indicated. 
Excepting the few for which University credit is not given, they have 
the same numbers and give the same amount of credit as announced 
in the General Catalog of the University and the bulletins of the 
various colleges. But as the duration of the Summer Session is eight 
weeks (half the duration of a semester), one credit hour ordinarily 
means two hours of lecture or Tt"citation each week (or fonr or more 
hours of laboratory work). 
A normal schedule of work in the Summer Session means a total 
of eight credit hours. If more than eight credit hOUTS is desired, the 
permission of the Executive Committee of the appropriate college 
must first be obtained; in the Colleges of Arts, Philosophy and Science 
and Education nine credit hours is the absolute maximum. 
Except as otherwise indicated all instruction is given by members 
of the regular teachiug staff of the University. 
CORRESPONDENCE WITH INSTRUCTORS 
Prospective students who desire special information concerning 
individual courses are urged to correspond directly with the instruc-
tors in charge of the courses, addressing letters in care of the Ohio 
State University, Columbus, Ohio. 
Key to Abbreviations in Schedules of Clasaea: A.-Athletic 
House; Br.-Brown Hall; Bi.-Biological Hall ; B. Z. -Botauy and 
Zoology Building; Ch.-Chemistry Hall; G.-Gymnasium; Ha.-Hayes 
Hall; H. F.-Horticulture and Forestry Hall; L.-Library; ObiO.-
Observatory; P .-Page Hall; Pav.-Judging Pavilion; Ph.-Physics 
Building; S.- Shop Building; T .-Townshend Hall; V. L.-Veterinary 
Laboratory; U.-University Hall. 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
Office, 203 Townshend Hall 
PROFESSOR LYMAN, MR. SALTER 
121. Food Inspection and Analy.ia. Three to five credit hours. 
Mr. Salter. 
Lectures on composition of foods and food adulteration. Labo-
ratory practice embraces the analysis of foods , tea, coffee, syrup. 
spices, condimeL1ts, flavoring extracts, baking powder; analysis of fats 
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and oils, etc., and the examination of the same for adulteration. This 
course is de igned to prepare for the analytical work connected with 
the state control of the saJe of food stuffs, etc. 
125-126. Cb~mi.try of Food and Nutrition. Four or five credit 
hours. Mr. Lyman, Mr. Salter. 
A study of the composition and analysis of foods; the chemistry 
of cookery and changes during cooking, as shown by analysis; the 
examination of cleaning materials, baking powders, the sanitary 
analysis of water; the chemistry of digestion and the effect of selected 
diet on metabolism. 
FOR GRADUATES 
Prerequisite for Graduate Work: At least two years of work in 
chemistry is prerequisite for graduate work in agricultural chemistry. 
This work must include some preparation in general and organic 
chemistry and quantitative analysis. 
230. Research Work. Five credit hours. Mr. Lyman. 
The researcb problem may be taken along any of the lines in-
dnded in the above courses. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
12J L . , Tu., Th. , 7:30 ............. ... ......... .... . T . 205 Saller 
Lab., to be arranged 
125-126 L ., M., Tu., Th., F. , 9:3° ............ T. 205 Lyma n , Sa lter 
Lab., M., Tu., Th., F., 1-4 
230 To be arranged .... . ....... . .............. .... . T. 205 Lyman 
AMERICAN HISTORY 
Office, 207 University Hall 
PROFESSOR HOCKI!;TT, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SCHLESINGER 
It is planned to arrange tbe courses offered in the Summer Ses-
sions in a three-year cycle, so that a candidate for the Master's De-
gree may during three successive summers pursue a systematic plan 
of study leading to the degree. The courses which will probably be 
offered for J918and 1919 arestarred; if these should not be given, equiv-
alentswill be provided. Courses 101 and 102 will be repeated annually; 
course 121 biennially; course 205 will be offered annually, the field of 
investigation varying. 
101. Hillory of the United States. 1763-1829. Three credit 
hours. Mr. Schlesinger. 
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102. History of the United States. 1829-1912. Three credit 
hours. Jdr. Schlesinger. 
American History 101 and 102 comprise a study of the history of 
the United States in which political, constitutional, aud economic 
phases receive chief attention. Text-book, discussion and collateral 
readings. 
It is desirable that American History 101 or an equivalent should 
precede American History 102. In exceptional cases, by permission 
of the department, students may be allowed to take both courses at 
the same time. 
*103. The American Colonies in the Seventeenth Century. 
Three credit hours. 
**104. The American Colonies. 1700-1783. Three credit hours. 
107. Formation of the Constitution. Two credit hOUTS. Pre-
requisite, American History 101-102. Mr. Hockett. 
Beginning with a br ief study of the constitutional ideas of Amer-
icans in the revolutionary period, the course traces the formation of 
the federal constitution by the convention of 1787. and discusses the 
constitutional problems involved ill the establishment of the govern-
ment. Lectures, discussion and assigned readings. 
108. Constitutional History of the United States. Two credit 
hours. Prerequisite, American History 101-102. Mr. Hockett. 
The chief controversies over the interpretation of the constitution 
and the effects of these controversies upon the evolution of the Amer-
ican constitutional system. Such questions are dealt with liS the ac-
quistion of territory, internal improvements, the tariff, slavery, and 
the relations of the nation and the slales. Lectures, di cussion and 
assigned readings. 
109. Early Political Parties in the United Slates. Two credit 
hours. Prerequisite, American History J01-102. Mr. Schlesinger. 
The radical party of tbe Revolution; the evolution and growth of 
national parties in the period thereafter until 1852; the relation of so-
cial and economic forces to parties; the influence of newspapers on 
public opinion; the rise of great party leaders. Lectures, discussion 
and research in contemporary newspapers and other material. 
**110. Political Parties in the United State •. 1852-1912 . Two 
credit hours. 
"191 . 108 will be given 01' 108 rel'eMed, possIbly botb. 
" U>I». 104 o~ 110 wlll be given, I)Oss lbly both. 
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FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
**111. The Slavery Struggle in the UnitedStatel. Three credit 
hours. 
**112. Reconstruction and ita Relults. 1863·1915. Three credit 
hours. 
115. The History of the Weatward Movement to 1812. Three 
credit hours. Prerequisites, American History 101'102, and at least 
two other courses of a semester each in the social sciences. Mr. 
Hockett. 
The westward advance of settlement from the Atlantic coast, 
across the Alleghanies, into the Ohio Valley, dealing with the 
causes of the movement, the rise of new communities, and the in-
fluence of western development upon national history aud institutions. 
The course is essentially a study of the development of American 
society. Lectures, discussiou and assigned readings. 
*116. The Hiltory of the Weltward Movement since 1812. 
Three credit hours. 
*121. The Teaching of American Hiltory. Two credit hours. 
**123. Recent History of the United Statel . 1870·1890. Three 
credit bours. 
*124. Recent History of the United Statel. 1890-1915. Tbree 
credit hours. 
FOR GRADUATES 
205. Seminary in American History. Two credit bour. Mr. 
Hockett. 
Investigation and cooperative study of important phases of the 
bistory of the state of Ohio, accompanied by occasional lectures by 
the instructor. Efforts will also be made to meet the needs of indi-
vidual students in the way of traiuing in research aud of guidance ill 
working out theses for the degree of Master of Arts. 
·1918. U6 or 124 will be ~iven. 
··1919. 123 or 111 will be given, posslb) ' both. (All equlv&l~nt may br _ub,ti· 
tntpd for Ul.) 
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
lOT Daily, 7:30 . .. .. .. .. ...... ...• . . •.. ... . . U. 209 Schlesinger 
102 Daily, 8:30 ... . . . . . . .. .. . ..... ... . . .. .. .. .209 Schlesinger 
107 M., Tn., Th., F. , 8:30 ....... . .. . . . . .... ..•...• U. 20S Hockett 
loS M., Tu., Th., F., 9:30 ... .. . .... .. . .. .... . . . ... U. 20S Hockett 
109 M., Tu., Th., F., 10:30 ..... . ... .... . . . ....• t:. 209 Schlesinger 
ITS Daily, 7:30 . ... . .... ..... ..... ..... .•......... U. 20S Hockett 
20S M., Tu ., Th., F ., 10:30 ..... ..... . . . ........ .. . . L. 303 Hockett 
ANATOMY 
Office, lOS Biology Building 
PROFESSOR ['ANDACRE, DR. WARREK 
102. Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates. Three to fi"e 
credit hours. Mr. Landacre, Mr. Warren . 
A lecture and laboratory course on the structure of the vertebrates, 
with special refereuce to the shark, frog, and cat. 
The course is designed to lay a foundation for vertebrate anatomy 
and physiology, and fulfi11s the pre-medical requirements in anatomy. 
107. Introductory NeuroloiY. Three to five credit hours . )Ir. 
Landacre, Mr. Warren. 
A lecture and laboratory course on the gro s and microscopic 
structure of the vertebrate spinal cord and brain . 'pecial emphasis 
~;ll be placed on conduction paths in order to lay a foundation for the 
study of brain physiology and psychology. 
203. Reaearch Work. Three to five credit hours. Mr. Landacre. 
A conference and laboratory course. An opportunity is offered 
in this course for properly qualified students to begin investigation ill 
ubjects offered by the Department of Anatomy. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
102 L., T., Th., :30 ... .. . . ... . . . ... . Bi. 102 Landacre, Wa rren 
Lab., M., \V., F., 9:30 to 12:30 for three hour credit 
Tu., Th., 9 :30 to 12:30 additional for five hour credit 
107 L., M., W., F., 1 :30 . ... ... .. .. .. . . Bi. 102 Landacre, " 'arren 
Lab., M., \V. , F., 2:30 to S:30 for three hour credit 
Tu., Th., I :30 to 4 :30 additional for five hour credit 
203 To be arranged .... . . . . , .................. Bi. 102 Landacre 
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ATHLETICS 
(See Physical Education) 
BACTERIOLOGY 
Office, 202 Veterinary Laboratory 
PROFESSOR MORREY, MISS l'<ICCOY 
Students selecting work in bacteriology must have had two years 
of work in college, or the equivalent, iuclnding one year in chemistry 
and one year in a biological science. 
They will need to devote their entire time to the one subject. 
By so doing, the equivalent of eight semester hours may be secured in 
the eight weeks. This involves eight lectures and twenty-four labo-
ratory hours each week as a minimum. 
The instructor in charge must be consulted before courses are 
elected. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
107. General Bacteriology. Four credit hours. Lecture, quit. 
and laboratory. Mr. Morrey, Miss McCoy. 
This course is a prerequisite to aJl the elective courses in the de-
partment and is designed to prepare for special work. The lectures 
consider the botanical relationship of bacteria, their morphology , 
classification, effect of physical and chemical environment, action Oll 
food material, etc. The laboratory work includes preparation of the 
ordinary culture media and the making of cultures on these meoia, 
staining methods, aud some typical biochemical actions. 
108. Pathogenic Bacteria. Four credit hours. Lecture, qui7 
and laboratory. Prerequisite, Bacteriology J07. Mr. Morrey, Miss 
McCoy. 
A study of the more important bacteria producing disease in man, 
including cultural and staining properties, methods of iliagnosis, 
animal inoculation; ways of transmission and methods of protection 
against infectious disease; sanitation aud the theories of immunity . 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
107 M. , Tn ., W., Th., 7:30-9:30 for first four weeks .... . . . . .. . . 
......... . .. . . . . ......... ........... . .. . V. L. 102 Morrer 
Lab., forenoons and afternoons . ...... V. L. 205 Morrey, McCoy 
IOS Second four weeks, same schedule as 107 
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BOTANY 
Office, 102 Botany and Zoology Building 
PROFESSOR TRANSEAU, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR STOVER 
101. General Botany. Four credit hours. Text-books: Curtis's 
Nature and Development of Plants (4th edition), Schaffner's labora-
tory Outlines for General Botany (4tb edition). Mr. Stover. 
102. General Botany. Four credit hours. Text-books: Cur-
tis's Nature and Development of Plants (4th edition), Schaffner's 
Laboratory Outlines for General Botany (4th edition). Mr. Stover. 
125. Plant Physiology. Four credit hours. Lectures and labo-
ratory. Prerequisite, Botany IOI-I02 or equivalent. Text-book: 
Duggar's Plaut Physiology. Mr. Trauseau. 
An experimeutal study of plant processes aud the relation of these 
processes to environmental factors. 
147. Field Ecology. Four credit hours. Prerequisite, Botauy 
101-102 or equivalent and one additional year of some biological 
science . . Mr. Transeau. 
Lectures and field work on the plant associations of Ohio. For 
the identification of the plants Gray's Mauual, (8th edition) is used. 
The field trips will include a trip to the Hockin!! Valley, Buckeye 
Lake and possibly the Sandusky regions. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
101 M., Tu., W., Th., 8:30 ..... ........... B. Z. 208, 206 Mr. Stover 
Lab., M., Tu., 'V., Th., 1:30-3:30 
102 M., Tn., W., Th., 9:3° . ............... B. Z. 208, 206 Mr. Stover 
Lab., M., Tu., WI., Th., 1:3°-3:3° 
125 Tn., W., Th., 1:30-5:3° ............ B. Z. HO, Il2 Mr. Transeau 
14i F., 1:30-6:3°; S., 1:30-6:3° ....... B. Z. 108, 110, Il2 Mr. Transeau 
CHEMISTRY 
Office, roo Chemistry Building 
PROF'ESSORS EVANS AND FOULK, ASSISTANT PROFESSORS BOORD AND 
OLIN, MR. HUMMELL, MR. YOUNG, MR. STeGEMAN, MR. BALZ 
109. General Chemistry. Four credit bours. Two lectnres, two 
quizzes and twelve laboratory hours each week. Text-book: McPherson 
UMl\IER SE roo 
and Henderson's Course in General Chemistry aud note book. 1\1r. 
n,'an , Mr. Hummell, Mr. Young. 
This course i arranged primarily for students who have had an 
elementary course in the general principles of chemistry, although it 
lIIay be taken by those who have not had this training, provided that 
they are able to give some additional time to the work. It involve a 
general discussion of the principles of inorganic chemistry. 
110. General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. (See CheOli -
try 117. ) 
117. Qualitative Analysis. Three credit hours. Two lecture-
quia.e and twelve laboratory hours each week. Text-book: McPher-
son's Elementary Qualitative Analysis. Prerequi ite, a course in gen-
eral chemistry. Students taking this course and an additional hour 
of conference work may receh'e credit for Chemistry t 10. (See 
General Catalog). Mr. Evans, Mr. Hummell, Mr. Young. 
An elementary course in qualitative analysis. 
151. Or,anie Chemistry. Two credit hours. Four lectures each 
week. Prerequisite, acceptable courses in gel1eral and analytical 
chemi~try or permission of the instructor. Mr. Boord. 
Lectures in organic chemistry. Beginning course. 
152. Or,anie Chemistry. Two credit hours. Four lectures each 
week. Prerequisite, Chemistry 152, or its equivalent. Mr. Boord. 
This is the continuation of Chemistry 151. 
153. Organic Chemistry. Two or three credit hours. Twelve to 
eighteen laboratory hours each week. This course must be accom-
panied or preceded by Chemistry lSI. Mr. Boord, Mr. Balz. 
The preparation of typical organic compouud . 
154, Or,anie Chemistry. Two or three credit hours. Twelve to 
eighteen laboratory hours each week. Prerequisite, Chemistry 153 or 
it.~ equivalent. Mr. Boord, 1\1r. Balz. 
This i the continuation of Chemistry l53. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERCRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
158. Physical Chemistry. Three credit hours. Six lecture 
each week. Prerequisite, courses in quantitati\'e analysis and organic 
chemi. try, except hy permis ion of the instructor. 1\1r. Olin. 
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This constitutes tbe second semester of tbe year's work in 
physical chemistry and sbould be preceded by the first semester's 
course or its equh·alent. 
161. Physical Chemistry. Two or three credit bours. Eight to 
twelve laboratory hours each week. Prerequisite, permission of the 
instructor. Mr. Stegeman. 
A beginning course in pbysico-chemical measurements. 
165. Quantitative Analysis. Two credit bOUTS. Four recitations 
each week. Prerequisite, a year's work in quantitative analysis. 
Mr. Foulk. 
Advanced course. A general survey of tbe metbods of quanti-
tative analysis. 
169. Quantitative Analysis. Three to five credit bours. Two 
conferences and sixteen to twenty-eight laboratory hours each week. 
Prerequisite, a year's work in quantitative analysis. Mr. Foulk. 
Advanced course. Laboratory work in advanced quantitative 
analysis. 
176. Sanitary Analysis. Three credit hours. Four lectures 
and six laboratory hours each week. Prerequisite, a year's work in 
quantitative analysis. Mr. Foulk. 
A study of the methods of sanitary and industrial water analysis 
a nd the interpretation of results. 
187. Inorganic Preparations. Two or three credit bours. Twelve 
to eigbteen laboratory bours each week. Prerequisite, a course in 
general chemistry. Mr. Stegeman. 
A course in the preparation of a limited number of compounds 
chosen so as to give practice in tbe different kinns of manipUlation 
involved in the preparation of inorganic compounds. 
FOR GRADUATES 
205. Organic Chemistry. Three to five credit hours. Advanced 
course. Library, conference and laboratory work. Prerequisite, 
Chemistry rS3-IS4. except by special permission of the instructor. 
Mr. Eoord. . 
Practice in the quantitative determination of the elements present 
in organic compounds. Special attention is also given to some of the 
more difficult organic preparations. 
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2 18. O rganic Cbemiatry. Seminary. Two credit hours. Pre-
requisite, permission of the instructor. Mr. Evaus. 
Special topics in organic nitrogen compounds. 
235-236. Reaearch. Four to eight credit bours. This course is 
arranged for students prepared to do advanced work. It is espe-
cially adapted to those who are pursuing work for a graduate degree. 
Special problems will be outlined for eacb student. Mr. Evans, Mr. 
Fonlk, Mr. Boord, Mr. Olin. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
1 9 Lecture,l\1., Th., ll:30 ........................ Ch. 200 E\'aus 
Quiz, Tn., F., 11:3° ....... ..............•... Ch. 101 Hummell 
Laboratory open daily, 8:30 to II :30 .................. . 
1 JO Conference, to be arranged.... .. .... . .. .. .. Evans, Hummell 
117 Lecture-Quiz, Tn., Tb., 8:3° ........ .ch. 200 Evans, Hummell 
151 Lecture·Quiz, M., Tu., Th., F., 7:3° .. .......... Ch. lor Boord 
152 Lecture-Quiz, M., Tu., Th., F., 9:30 ......... , .. Ch. 101 Boord 
153 Laboratory open daily, 1 :30 to 4:3° ......... Ch. 102 Boord, Balz 
154 Laboratory open daily, 1:30t04:30 ........ Ch . 102 Boord, Bah 
158 Lecture-Quiz, M., Tu., W., Th., F . , S., 8:3° .... . . Ch. 207 Olin 
16r Laboratory open daily, I :30 to 4:30 ......... Ch. 20{ Stegeman 
165 Quiz. Tu., W., Th., F., Il:30 .. ......... . ........ Ch. 207 Foulk 
169 Conference. to be arranl{ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foulk 
176 Lecture-Quiz, Tu., W., Th., F., 10:3° ........... Ch. 207 Foulk 
187 Laboratory open daily, 1:30 to 4:3° ... ...... Ch. 208 Stegeman 
205 To be arranged. . . . . . . .. ............................. Boord 
218 To be arranged. ..................................... Evans 
235-236 Conferences to be arranged . ..... Evans, Foulk, Boord, Olin 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS SCHLESINGER AND SI.0ANE. 
MR. NEILSON, MR. FAEHNLE 
104 or 111. Summ.er Field Work in Surveying. June 14 to July 
12, six days a week, ten hours a day. 
The prerequisites for Civil Engineeriug 104 are courses of colle-
giate grade in elementary land and railroad surveying and topographic 
drawing, or their equivalents. The prerequisites for Civil Engineer-
ing III are Civil Engineering 104 and topographic surveying, or their 
eqnivalents. 
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The students are usually taken into camp in a rough, broken 
country, and given a thorough drill in elemeutary surveying in Ch'il 
Eugineering 104, and in advanced work in Civil Engineering I J I. 
The registration fee is eight dollars. A fee of twenty dollars is 
charged to cover subsistence and transportation. 
NfJte-TWa COllrse llt'gins one week earlier than the regular work of the 
, UlIlnlel' ession. 
COMP ARATIVE LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE 
Office, 307 University Hall 
PROFESSOR BOI.I.ING 
195. Principles of the Historical Study of Language. Two 
credit hours. Not open to nrst and second year students. Mr. 
Bolling. 
Lectures on the elements of linguistic science, together with an 
outline of the Iudo-European family of languages. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASS 
J95 M., Tu., Th., F., :30 .. ..... . ....... . .. . ..... . U. 306 Bollillg 
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
Office, 102 Page Hall 
PROFESSORS I.OCKHART AND RUGGI.ES, PROFESSOR TODD OF r.UAMI 
UNIVERSITY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PERSONS OF WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CHAPIN 
OF SMITH COI.LEGE 
ECONOMICS 
135. Principle. of Economic.. Three credit hours. Prerequisile, 
thirty semester hours of college work_ Mr. Lockhart, Mr. Ruggles . 
The principles which govern man in his busiuess activities; the 
production, consumption, and distribution of wealth; the market and 
how goods are valued in it; the services of land, labor, and capital ; the 
laws of rent, interest, wages , prices and profits, and lhe problems 
resulting. 
136. Principles of Economics. Three credit hours. Prerequisi te, 
Economics 135 or its equivalent. Mr. Todd. 
SUMMER SESSION 
A study of present day economic problems. The corporation, 
labor union, transportation, tariff and taxation problems, socialism. 
government expenditures, tbe relation of the state to industry, and 
its participation in industrial activities, will be some of the problems 
for investigation. 
139. Elements of Accounting. Three credit hours. Prerequisite. 
registration in Economics 135.136. Mr. Todd. 
This course should be followed by Economics 171. 
In this course the student is made familiar with the essentials of 
accounting as exemplified in the main types of bookkeeping. The 
main object is to give the student such a grasp of fundamental prin-
ciples as will enable him to understand the significance of accounts. 
I n order to make direct application of these principles he will be given 
abundant practice in recording business transactions and preparing 
and analyzing business statements. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
154. Banking and Foreign Exchange. Three credit hours. 
l'rerequisite, Economics 135 and registration in Economics 136. Mr. 
Lockhart. 
A study of the business of banking with special reference to bank 
loans and investments. The growth of the credit system and the 
development of banking; the distinctive services of commercial and 
investment banks to the business community; the varieties of credit 
instruments. Legal regulation of the organization and business of 
banks. The working organization of the various types of banking 
institutions, especially commercial banks. The inter· relations of in· 
dividual banks and of classes of banks; domestic and foreign exchange. 
I.,ectures, readings and practical exercises. 
167. Railway Economics. Three credit hours. Prerequisite, 
Economics 135.136. Mr. Ruggles. 
The history and public character of transportation. Early methods 
of transportation. Roads, rivers and canals, and their place in the 
modern transportation system. Railway geography of the United 
States and the leading railway systems. The theory of railway rates and 
its application to rate schedules. Rail way classification and discrimi· 
nations. Railway pools, mergers and consolidations. Rail way commis-
sions and the problem of public regulation. Foreign railway systenu; 
and methods. The problem of government ownership at home and 
abroad. 
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SOCIOLOGY 
101. Principles of Sociology. Three credit hours. Prerequisite, 
thirty semester hours of college work. Mr. Chapin. 
The fundamental principles of sociology will be treated with 
special reference to the needs of teachers. A study of the physical 
em-ironmentofman, heredity and racial characteristics, the evolution 
of society, the social mind, group formation and structure. 
102. Principles of Sociology. Three credit hours. Prerequisite, 
Sociology 101 or its equivalent. Mr. Persons. 
A study of social problems aud iustitutions: the family. the school, 
the church, rural and city life, etc; a study of dependents and defect-
ives; application of sociological principles to practical problems. 
104. The Immigrant. Three credit hours. Prerequisite, So-
ciology 101-102. Mr. Persons. 
The questions of the causes and sources of migration, of the dis-
tribution of peoples, of transport lines, provision for hauling immi-
grants, immigration laws and their enforcement, and the assimilation 
of nation.alities in the United States all receive general consideration. 
Individual students make a particular study of special races. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
Economic. 
135 Daily, 7:30 ... .... .......... .... . .. . ......... P. 100 
T35 Daily, 8:30 ....... .. ........•.. . ........... .. P. £01 
136 Daily, 7:30 .... ..... . .. . ..... .... ........ . ... P. 106 
139 Daily, 10:30 ... . .. ... .........••.............. P.IOI 
154 Daily, 8:30 ...... .................... ..... .. P. 100 








for Daily, 10:3° ............. ... .. .................. P. roo Chapin 
lor Daily, II:30 ............ ......... . ... ..... .. .... P. [00 Chapin 
102 Daily, II :30 . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... .... ............... P. roo Persons 
104 Daily, 10:3° .................................... P. 100 Persons 
ENGINEERING DRAWING 
Office, 205 Brown Hall 
ASSISTAN'r PROFESSORS MEIKLEJOHN AND WILI.IAMS, MR. SVENSEN 
101. Elementary Mechanical Drawing. Two credit hours. Text-
book: French's Engineering Drawing. Mr. Williams. 
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Use of drawing instruments, geomdrical drawing, elementary 
projections and developments. 
102. Mechanical Drawing. Three credit hours. Text-books: 
French and Meiklejohn' Essentials of Lettering and French's Engi-
neering Drawing. Mr. Svensen. 
Lettering for draftsmeu, orthographic, isometric, and oblique pro-
jections and developments. 
In Engineering Drawing J01-102 special attention is given to teach-
er-' preparing for drawing or mannal training. 
103. Descriptive Geometry. Three credit hours. Text-book: 
mith's Practical Descriptive Geometry. Mr. Meiklejohn. 
Lectures, recitations, and drawing. This course is the equivalent 
of the regular course for mechanical and electrical engineers. 
104. Machine Sketching. Three credit hours. Mr. Williams. 
Freehand drawing of machine details, dimensioning, etc. This 
course may he taken concurrently with Engilleering Drawing J03. 
105. Descriptive Geometry. Three credit hours. Text-book: 
Smith's Practical Descriptive Geometry. Mr. Meiklejohn. 
107. Deacriptive Geometry. Three credit hours. Text-book: 
Smith's Practical Descriptive Geometry. Mr. Meiklejohn. 
11 1. Technical Drawing. Two credit hours. Mr. \Villiams. 
Commercial working drawing, machine designing, detailing, tra-
cing and blue printing. May be taken concurrently with Engineering 
Drawing 104. An advanced course for teachers of drawing and manual 
t raining. 
113. Elementary Drafting. Four credit bours. Text-book: 
Frencb's Engineering Drawing. Mr. S,'ensen. 
A conrse especially adapted to the needs of manual training stu-
dents and teachers. 
114. Mechanica l Drafting. Three credit bours. Text-book: 
French's Engineering Drawing. Mr. ~vensen. 
A course in practical drafting, detailing, tracing and blue printing, 
etc. May be taken by manual tra iDing teacher who have a prelim-
inary knowledge of drawing. 
S S-3 
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
ror ])1., Tu., Th., F., 7:30 to 9:30 ................ Br. 202 Williams 
102 1\-1., Ttl., W., Th., F., 7:30 to 9:30 ............. Br. 201 Svensen 
103 M., Tu., W., Th., F., 7:30 to 9:30 . ........ Br. 203 Meiklejohn 
104 M., Tu., W., Th., F., 1:30 to 3:30 ............ Br. 202 Williams 
105 M., Ttl., W., Th., F., r:30 to 3:30 .... . ..... Br. 203 Meiklejohn 
107 M., Tu., W., Th., F., 1:30 t03:30 .......... Br. 203 Meiklejohn 
In M., Tu., Th., F., 10:30 to 12:30 ........ . ... . .. Br. 201 'VilJiams 
1I3 To be arranged. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. ......... Br. 201 Svensen 
114 1\1., Tu., W., Th., F., ro:30 to 12:30 . . ......... Br. 202 S,-ensen 
ENGUSH 
Office, 103, 203, Physics Building 
PROFESSORS :\!CKNIGHT AND GRAVES, PROFESSOR SCHNEIDER OF 
WITTltNBERG COLLEGE, ASSISTANT PROFESSORS BECK AND 
KETCHAM, ::'fR. CRAIG, MR. WILEY 
101. Paragraph Writing: Description and Narration. Two credit 
hours. Text-books: Scott and Denney's Paragraph Writing, and 
Duncan, Beck, and Graves's Specimens of English Composition. Sec-
tion 1 (exclusively for teachers), Mr. Wiley; section 2, Mr. Craig. 
Daily themes. Each theme will be read, criticised and returned 
to the writer. 
104. Paragraph Writing: Exposition and Argumentation. Two 
credit hours. Text-books: Scott and Denney's Paragraph Writing, 
and Duncan, Beck, and Graves's Specimens of English Composition. 
Section I (exclusively for teachers), Mr. Craig; section 2, Mr. \Viley. 
Daily themes. Each theme will be read, criticised and returned 
to the writer. 
128. English Words. Two credit hours. Text-book: Green-
ough and Kittredge's Words and their Ways in English Speech. Mr. 
McKnight. 
Attention will also be given to usage, to the origin of modern 
idioms and to historical grammar. 
131. Survey of English Literature. Three credit hours. Mr. 
Beck. 
The outline of the history of English literature will·be given by 
lecture. The following will be studied: Shakespeare's Tempest, 
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Othello, Romeo and Juliet; Milton's Paradise Lost, Books I, 2; Addi-
son's Essays; Pope' Rape of the Lock; Scott's Kenilworth; Carlyle'S 
Essay on Burns. Text: Manley's English Prose and Poetry (I vol.). 
133. Survey of American Literature. Three credit hour~. Mr. 
Reck. 
The outline of the history of American literature will be given 
by lecture. The following will be studied: Irving's Knickerbocker's 
History of New York ; Cooper's Deerslayer; Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter; 
Poe's Tales and Poems; and the characteristic poems of Bryant, Emer-
son, Whittier, Longfellow, Lowell, Lanier and Whitman. Text: 
Page's Chief American Poets. 
138. Nineteenth Century Esaayista. Two credit hours. Prereq-
uisite, English 131 or equivalent. Mr. Schneider. 
Reading in Lamb, DeQuincey, Hazlitt, Carlyle, Ruskin, Arnold, 
Xewman, Pater, Stevenson, and the more recent English essayists. 
141. Nineteenth Century Poetry. Three credit hours. Prereq-
uisite, English 131 or equivalent. Mr. Graves. 
The poetry of Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats, and their contempo-
raries. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
151. Old English. One credit hour. No prerequisite course. 
Text: Bright's Anglo·Saxon Reader. Mr. Schneider. 
157. Versification. Three credit hours. Prerequisite, a year 
conrse of reading in English poetry. Mr. Graves. 
The theory of verse structure with a history of the principal 
English rythms and practice in verse composition. 
168. Shakespeare: Comediel and Romances. Three credit 
hours. Prerequisite, English 131. Mr. Schneider. 
On each play there are two lectures and one quiz. Any good 
edition of Shakespeare may be uRed. 
169. Modem English Drama in the Eighteenth Century. Two 
credit hours. Prerequisite, a year course in English drama. Mr. 
Schneider. 
Lectures on the history of the drama from 1642 to 1800 accom-
panied by the reading and criticism ofrepresentativeplays by Dryden, 
Otway, Congreve, Farquhar, Addison, Steele, Gay, Fielding, Gold-
smith, Sheridan. All of the plays will be found in Tupper's Repre-
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
sentath'e Englisb Dramas from Dryden toSberioan, Oxford Univers ity 
Press. 
181. The Teaching of English. Two credit hours. Mr. Beck. 
This course will be devoted equally to the teaching of English 
Composition and of English Classics in th.e secondary schools. Some 
of the topics to be discussed are the following: aims of English teach-
ing; preparation of the English teacher; individual instruction; the 
use of the class·bolH; tbe use of conference periods; the use of "models"; 
tbe relation of composition work to the study of English Classics; prob-
lems raised by vocational education; the grammar question; usage; high 
school journalism; the handling of themes; mecbanical aids; oral com-
position; the reports of tbe National Council; recent treatises and 
magazine articles on the teaching of English. Teachers are requested 
to bring with them a half dozen or more themes ' of tbeir pu pils, 
and a number of scbool editions of well known classics. 
FOR GRADUATES 
201. Hi.tory of the Short Narrative in Engli.h. Two cred it 
hours. Mr. Graves. 
A study of types of the sbort story in English from. tbe Middle 
Ages to tbe present. 
210. English Uaage. Two credit hours. Mr. McKnight. 
A consideration of disputed points in English syntax, with a n 
attempt to discover what is tbe basis of authority and wbat has been 
tbe historical usage. 
219. Di.cuuion. of Diaaertation.. Two credit hours. lIIr. 
Graves. 
Graduate students preparing theses will meet for couJf:rence on 
their work . 
• VOlf. -1 n 1918 the [ollowing courses will be repeated: 101, 10*. l~l , 1M. lSI 
For the other courses announced above tbe following will probal Iy b substi-
hued: Elghteentll Century Literature, Tenny~on and Browning. lta k~"· 
peare 's Tral/:edles, Enltl!sh Drama In the Nineteenth Crntury,Sevp nteellth Cpn· 
tury Literature, 'l'he Novel. 'I'hf Later Poetry . 
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
ror M., Tu., Th., F., (Teachers ouly) 8:30 ......... Ph. 202 Wiley 
ror 1\1., Tu., Th., F., 8:3° ........................... Ph. S Craig 
r04 M., Tu., Th., F., (Teachers only) 9:30 .... ...... .. Ph. S Craig 
104 M., Tu., Th., F., 9:30......... . ...... .. ...... Ph. 204 Wiley 
128 M., Tu., Th., F., 8:30 ........... .. ......... Ph. 302 McKuight 
131 Daily, 10:3° .......................... ........ . Ph. 104 Beck 
133 Daily, 8:30 . . ................................... Ph. 104 Beck 
138 M., Tu., Th., F., 8:30 .....•............... Ph. 102 Schneider 
141 Daily, 11 :30 .................................. Ph. 204 Graves 
[SI W., S., 8:3° ........................ . ..... Ph. [02 Schneider 
IS7 Daily, 8:30 ....... . .......................... Ph. 204 Graves 
r68 Daily, IO:30 .............................. Ph. 102 Schneider 
169 M., Tu., Th. , F., 9:3° ............ . ..... Ph. 102 Schneider 
18r M., Tn., Th., F., 9:30 ......... .. ........... ... Ph. 104 Beck 
20r S., 9:30 to Il:30..................... .. ...... L. lOS Graves 
210 W., 10:30 to 12:30 ........ . ............. .. .. L. lOS McKnight 
219 \\1.,8:30 (other hOtlrS arranged) ............... L. 104 Gra\'es 
PUBUC SPEAKING 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR KETCHAM 
121. Public Speaking. Two credit hours. Prerequisite, English 
lor, [04. Mr. Ketcham. 
The principles of public speaking. The methods of securing 
attention, and maintaining the interest of an audience. Practice in 
the application of principles and methods to simple expository and 
argumentative addresses. In the 8:30 o'clock section special atten-
tion will be given to the problems of those teachers who are conduct-
ing courses in public speaking. In all sections the exercises will 
include the preparation and presentation of addresses for teachers' 
conventions, academic occasions, etc. Each section is limiterl to 
sixteen members. 
122. Debating. Two credit hours. Prerequisite, English 
rOJ, 104. Mr. Ketcham. 
Practice in making and presenting oral arguments. The theory 
and practice of argumentation and debate. Class debates on subjects 
of current interest. Special attention wilI be given to the needs of 
those teachers who are now coaching, or who expect to coach high 
school debating teams. The class is limited to sixteen members. 
THE OHIO STATE t~IVERSITY 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
121 M., Tu., Th., F., 7:30 ..................... Ph. 304 Ketcham 
121 M., Tu., Th., F., 8:30 ....................... Ph. 304 Ketcham 
121 M., Tn., Th., F.,l0:30 ...................... Ph. 304 Ketcham 
122 M., Tn., Th., F.,1I:30 ...................... Ph. 304 Ketcham 
EUROPEAN HISTORY 
Office, 204 University Hall 
PROFESSORS MCNEAL AND PERKINS, PROFESSOR ALL1S0 OF 
COLGATE UNIVERSITY AND PROFESSOR KLINGBERG OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
The Department of:European History expects to offer regularly 
courses in Greek and Roman history in the Summer Sessions of alter· 
nate years, and also to alternate European History 101 (Medie\'al 
History) with European History 102 (Modern History) and European 
History 103 (History of England to 1485) with European History 104 
(History of England since 148S), as these are fundamental courses in 
their several fields. It is hoped that European History 152 (The 
Teaching of European History) may be repeated biepnially. For 
other courses to be offered in Summer Sessions a three-year cycle is 
contemplated, so that candidates for the masler's degree expecting to 
major in this department may be able to complete the requirements 
for the degree in three successive summers. The courses that will 
probably be offered for 1918 and T919 are starred in the following 
list; if for any reason these should not be given equivalents will be 
provided. 
101. Medieval History. Three credit hours. Mr. Perkins. 
This course is a general survey of European history from the fall 
of the Roman Empire to about 15°O A. D. Some of the topics consid-
ered are the rise of Christianity and the Church, feudalism and chivalry, 
the life of the people in country and town, the rise of the great Euro-
pean nations, and the renaissance. Topical readings and subjects for 
discllssion are assigned from a syllabus used iu this course. 
*102. Modem History from 1500 A. D. TlJree credit hours. 
This continues up to the present time the survey of European history 
starterl by course lOr. 
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103. Hiatory of England to the Middle of the Sixteenth Century. 
Three credit hours. No prerequisite for second. third, and fourth year 
tudents. Mr. Perkins. 
This course followed by European History 104 is a general survey 
of English history in its broader aspects. It is intended for those 
wishing general information , for students of English literature and 
American history, and for those preparing to teach history in second-
ary scbools. The course is based on a printed outline in which topical 
readings and subjects for discussion are suggested . 
*104. Hietory of England since 1485 A. D. Three credit hours. 
*105. Hietory of Greece. Three credit hours . 
106. Hietory of Rome. Three credit hours. No prerequisite 
for second , third and fourth year students. Mr. McN<!al. 
*119. Hietory of Germany. Two credit hours. 
*121. Hi,toryof France. Two credit honrs. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
Prerequisite, European History 101 and 102 or equivalent 
115a. The Expansion of Europe .ince 1785. Two credit hours. 
Mr. Klingberg. 
A brief survey of European discoveries, explorations, and settle-
ments in Australasia, Asia, Africa, etc. ; the rivalries of European 
powers ; the growth of colonies ; and tbe causes of revolt or separation 
from tbe mother conntries. 
125. The Hietory of the Church in Weetern Europe. Three 
credit hours. Mr. Allison. 
This course will be broadly cultural and will be vitalized by some 
intimate contact with several of the great characters who have influ-
enced the development of Western Civilization. 
*108. Medieval Civilization. Two credit hours. 
*109. The Age of the Renaisaance, 1250 to 1500 A. D. 'two 
credit hours . 
110. The Period of the Refol·mation. Two credit hours. Mr. 
AlIi on . 
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSI'fY 
While attention will be paid in this course to the larger religious 
movements, special attention will be given to the national tendencies 
and those aspects of the period which have been perpetuated in the 
later developments of Europe and America. 
152. The Teaching of European History. Two credit hours. 
Prerequisite, four semester courses in history, preferably European 
History IOI-I02 and either Enropean History 103-104 or 105-106. 
Required of all who expect to ask the department for recommendation 
to a teaching position. Mr. Perkins: 
This course is intended to give practical preparation and training 
to those planning to teach history in secondary schools. Not only 
the underlying principles and theories, but also practical devices for 
teaching will be taken up. Text-books and books for reference read-
ing will be compared and criticised, lesson plans will be made. and 
all the accessories of history teaching will be discussed. Henry John-
son, The Teaching of History, will be needed by every member of the 
class, but references will be assigned to other books and magazine 
articles. 
FOR GRADUATES 
203. Seminary in European History. Two credit hours. Mr. 
Allison. 
The topic for investigation will be: "The Relations of Church and 
State in England in the Tudor and Stuart Periods." 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
JOI Daily, 7:3° .......................... .. ....... U. 201 Perkins 
103 Daily, 9:30 ...... .. .......................... U. 201 Perkins 
106 Daily, 8:30 ................................... U. 20r McNeal 
lIO M., Tu., Th., F., 9:30 ....... . ............. .. .. U. 202 Allison 
ll5a M., Tu., Th., F., n:30 . ... .. .. .. ... ... ... ' . U. 201 Klingberg 
125 Daily, 1:3° ............. . ...... .. ............. U. 201 Allison 
152 1\1., \V., 3:30t05:30 ......... .. ................ D. 202 Perkins 
203 Tu., Th., 3:30 to 5:3° .......................... L. 304 Allison 
FRENCH 
(See Romance Languages and Literatures) 
SUilI1llER SESSION 
GERMAN 
Office, 317-318 Unh'ersity Hall 
PROFESSOR EISE$OHR, ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
BARROWS, LE,\VISOHN, AND KEIDEL 
101. Elementary German. FOUT credit hours. Mr. Keidel. 
41 
102. Elementary German. Four credit hours. Mr. Eisenlohr. 
103. Intermediate German. Four credit hours. Prerequisite, 
German 101-102 or two entrance units. Mr. Lewisohn. 
Prose reading, topical review of grammar, oral and written com-
position. 
104. Easy Cla .. ical Reading and Composition. Four credit 
hours. Prerequisite, German 103 or three entrance units. Me. Keidel. 
Reading of (a) a classical drama supplemented by discussions and 
lectures on the structure of the drama, its characters and its historical 
background; (b) other iiterature of the classical period or the nine-
teenth century; prose composition. 
118. Schiller: Introduction to Life and Work.. Two credit 
hours. Mr. Lewisohn. 
Wallenstein and Dreissigjaehriger Krieg. 
131. Conversation and Prose Composition. Two credit hour 
Prerequisite, consent of the instructor. Miss Barrows. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
159. Heine: Introduction to Life and Works. Two credit hours. 
:'Ilr. Lewisohn. 
172. Advanced Prose Compolition. Two credit hOUTS. Prereq-
uisite, consent of the instructor. Mr. Eisenlohr. 
175. Phonetics. Two credit hours. Not open to first and sec-
ond year students. No prerequisite. Miss Barrows. 
A study of speech sounds with special reference to German, French 
and English. The apparatus of the Phonetics' Laboratory will be at 
the disposal of the students. 
177. Middle High German. Two credit hours. Me. Eisenlobr. 
Introductory course. Grammar and selected readings. 
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FOR GRADUATES 
212. Methodology. Two credit hours. Prerequisite, German 
173 or teaching experience. Mr. Evans. 
A critical investigation of the methods of teaching German . E x-
tensive reading, lectures, written reports and discussions. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE M. A. DEGREE 
Certain requirements for the degree of Master of Arts are regarded 
as essential and must be met by all candidates. These are represented 
by the following courses, described in the bulletin of the Graduate 
School: 153-154 (at least the 18th and 19th centuries). 171-172, 173 or 
212,175, 177-178. In order that candidates for the M. A. degree may 
know in advance which of these reqnired courses are to be offered in 
any given year, the following announcement is made: 
For the Summer 1917: 172, 212 , 177. 
1918: 154. 173, 178. 
1919: 171, 173. 178. 
DEUTSCHER VEREIN 
A German Clnb will be formed and weekly meetings of an in-
formal, social character held. Stereopticon lectures, German songs 
and games. German conversation. 
DEUTSCHES HAUS 
A DEUTSCHES HAUS. in which German will be used exclusively 
and German newspapers and periodicals will be kept on file. will be 
conducted by the German Department. 
It is a recognized fact that the lack of ability to use the spoken 
language is the weakest point in the equipment of the average teacher 
of German. Two months spent in a house where only German is 
spoken will do much to remedy this defect. 
The cost per individual will not exceed $12 a month for room . 
Board will also be offered and will be open to a limited number of 
men and women not living in the house. The cost for board will not 
exceed ~.50 a week. 
Application should be made at once to Professor Sarah Barrows. 
Department of German , Ohio State University. 
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
101 ~I., Tn., W., Th., F., 7:30;Tn., Th., F.,9:30 ..... F. 309 Keidel 
102 ~1., Tn., 'Y., Th., F., 7:30; Tn., Th., F., 9:3° .. V. 319 Eisenlohr 
T03 1\1., Tn., W., Th., F.,8:30;lU., W., P., 10:30 .. t.". 309 Lewisohn 
104 1\1., Tn., \V., Th., P., 8:30; 1\1., W., F., 10:3° ..•. U.320 Keidel 
11 M., Tu., Th., P., 8:3° .... ..... ... . ... ..... U.310 Lewisohn 
131 1\1., Tu., Th., F., 7:3° ................ ......... U. 3~0 Banow' 
159 )1., Tu .• Th., P .. II :30 ...................... t.". 308 Lewisohn 
172 :M., Tn., Th., F., 10:3° ..................... U.3I9 Eisenlohr 
175 M ., Tu., Th., F., 9:3° ............. .... ....... U.320 Barrows 
177' :M., Tu., Th., F., 8:3° ... .................... C. 319 Ei enlohr 
212 To be arranged ................................ L. 308 Evan 
GREEK LANGUAGE AND UTERA T URE 
Office, 307 (;niversity Hall 
PROFESSOR BOLLING 
FOR ADVANCED UND ERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
199. Proaeminary in Greek. Two credit hours. Prerequisite', 
one year of elementary Greek, and the eqnivalent of at least four 
emester courses of college Greek. Mr. Bolling. 
Tbe purpose of tbis course is to introduce students to the meth, 
ods of graduate work. Part of the time will con seq uently be devoted 
to an explanation of the principles upon which the advanced study of 
Greek texts is based and to the giving of information about the chief 
works used as tools in such investigations. These principles will re, 
ceive illustralion in the remainder of the work wbich will comprise 
lectures on the Homeric question, interpretation of portions of the 
text from the point of view of Historical Grammar, and rapid reading 
of considerable parts of the poems. Individual attention will be 
given to the needs of each stndent, and problems adapted to their 
preparation will be assigned for investigation. 
The student should provide himself in advance with a complete 
edition of the Homeric poems, preferably the Oxford text of Monro, 
Allen. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASS 
199 ~1. Tu., Th., F., 10:3° ......................... L. 3[1 Bolling 
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
Office, 100 H ayes Hall 
PROFESSOR ANDERSON, ASSOCIATE P ROFESSOR MEAD OI-' 
OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 
101. History of Education. Three credit hours. Prerequisite, 
six semester hours of European history, ph ilosophy, or psychology. 
!\Ir. Mead. 
A survey of the development of educational theory and practice 
among the ancient Greeks and Romans and among the people of medi-
eval Europe. Text-book: Graves's History of Education, Vols. land 2. 
102. History of Education. Three credit hours. Prerequisite, 
six semester hours of European h istory, philosophy or psychology. 
Mr. Anderson. 
A survey of the development of educational theory and practice 
from the close of the Middle Ages to the present. Texl-book : 
Graves 's H istory of Education, Vols. 2 and 3. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
105. Educational Claaaics. Two crerlit houTs. Prerequisite. H is-
tory of Education 10 1- J02. Mr. Mead. 
A study of the classical educational writings of the ancient Greeks 
and Romans. Each work is considered so far as possible in the ligh t 
of the conditions amidst which it was produced. 
110. History of Education in the United States. Two credit 
hours. Prerequisite, H istory of Education 101-102. Mr. Anderson . 
A survey of the history of education in the United Stales since the 
American revolution. 
FOR GRADUATES 
112. History of Industrial Education. One credit hour. Pre-
requisite, History of Education 101-102 or equivalent. Mr. Anderson . 
121. Seminary in the History of Education. One credit hour. 
Prerequisite, H istory of Education 101-102. Mr. Mead. 
Students electing this course must first confer with th e inslruc-
tor . 
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
101 Daily. [0:3 0 .. .. . ... . . .... . .... . ... ...... ... . Ha. 101 Mead 
]02 Daily. 8 :30 .............................. Ha . 101 Ander 011 
10 5 M .• W .• Th .• F .. 2 :30 .. ........... .. . .. .. ...... Ha. 101 Mead 
11 0 M. , Tu .• 1'11 .• F .• 9:30 ... . ... .. . .. ... . ... . Ha. 101 Anderson 
112 Tu .• F .• u :30 .................. ...... .. Ha . lor Anderson 




Office. 225 Shop Building 
PROF E SSOR MY ERS 
The curriculum in journalism combines technical and cultural 
courses to afford the student an advantageous start in his profession . 
The purpose is to give him knowledge of the fundamentals of news 
gathering. writing. editing and making-up and to add to these a study 
of principles and ethics of journalism; and. secondly. to furnish a 
foundation in history, political science. economics. sociology, English 
and other languages, subjects of both practical and cultural value . 
Students of journalism are required, as part of their course. to do work 
on the University newspaper. The Lantern. owned by the University 
and printed during the Summer Session twice a week in its OWII 
plant under the direction of the Department of Journalism. 
101. News-collecting and Newa-writing. Three crerlit hours. 
Two lectures and laboratory, Mr. Myers. 
Attention is given to vocabulary and style with exercise in the 
gathering and writing of news for publication in the University daily 
newspaper. which is organized and operaterl as nearly like a city news-
paper as possible. 
105. Newspaper Practice. Three credit honl's. Two lectures 
and laboratory. Prerequisite. Journalism 101-[0 2. Mr. Myers. 
An advanced course for students who have completed Journalism 
10 1-102 or who have done equivalent work. Practice in copyreadillg. 
head line writing aud making-up. Various phases of newspaper-
making are considered . including practice on the "arious desks. 
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109. Newspaper Problems. Two credit hours. Two lectures 
and laboratory. Prerequisite, Journalism lOS-I06. Mr. Myers. 
Consideration in seminary of the problems of newspaper direction 
as far as they may be taken up on a campus newspaper. 
113. Newspaper Ethic:a and Principles. Two credit bours. 
Prerequisite, Journalism IOI-102. Mr. Myers. 
Study of the rights and duties of the press, its morals, its relatioll 
to the public, and its part in community, state and natlonallife. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
101 M., W., 8:30 ............................ . ..... S. 201 l\Iyers 
105 Tu., Th., 9:3° ..................... . ........... S. 201 Myers 
J09 To be arranged .... ............................ S. 201 Myers 
rt3 M., Tu., Th., F., 10:3° .......... . ............. S. 201 Myers 
LATIN 
Office, 307 University Hall 
PROFllSSORS DERBY AND ELDEN 
102. Horace: Odes. Four credit hours. Mr. Elden. 
113. Course for Teachers. Vergi1: Aeneid, Books V and VI ; 
elections from the Eclogues; lectures on the transmission of the 
text, prosody, minor poems; Vergil in the MiddJe Ages, etc. Two 
credit hours. Mr. Elden. 
115. Latin Prose Composition. Threecrechthours. Mr. Derby. 
Textbook: Mather & Wheeler, Latin Prose 'Vriting, American 
Book Co. 
122. Roman Satire, Juvenal. Two credit hours. Mr. Elden. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
102 M., Tu., W., Th., F., 8:30; Tu ., Th. , F., 9:30 .... U. 316 Elden 
Il3 M., Tu., Th ., F., 10:3° ......................... U. 316 Elden 
115 Daily, 7:3° .... . ...................... ... ...... U. 316 Derby 
122 lIf., Tn., Th., F., 1I:30 ..................... . U. 316 EIrlen 
SUl\IUER SESSION 
MANUAL TRAINING 
Office, 212 Sbop Building 
PROFESSOR USR\', MR. SMITH 
47 
The Department of Manual Training is prepared to give courses 
for the teacher in service, for the student preparing to teach and for 
the administrative and supervisory officers. It is the aim to make the 
courses as practical as possible, and also to correlate the practical 
work with modern educationallheory. 
Students interested in Manual Training will find the work in 
Engineering Drawing and Sbopwork by referring to those departmen t5. 
For Engineering Drawing, Page 32. Note particularly Engi. 
neering Drawing 1I3 and 114. 
For courses in Shopwork, Page 65. Note particularly in Wood-
working, Elementary Woodwork 133, Cabinet Making lI3, Wood 
Turning 129, Pattern Making 130, and Advanced Cabinet Making 13r. 
For Founding, Sbopwork 105. 
For Forging, Shopwork IIS. 
For Machine Work, Shopwork II9. 
Students should consult Mr. Usry before selecting their courses. 
* 111. Teaching of Manual Training. Three credit hours. 
112. Materials, Methods and Equipment. Three credit hours. 
Mr. Usry. 
Organization, equipment and its care, supplies, courses of study , 
methods of procedure, and presentation of the SUbject. 
117. Constructive Design. Two credit hours. Prerequisite, 
Shopwork 113 and Engineering Drawing II3. or their equivalents. 
:\1r. Usry. 
Practical problems in the design and construction of projects 
ill wood; the properties of various woods; suitability of material to pro· 
ject. These problems will cover work in the upper elementary grades 
or intermediate school and the secondary school. 
118. Constructive Design. Two credit hours. Prerequisite, 
.Manual Training II7, or its equivalent. Mr. Usry. 
A continuation of Manual Training II7. 
"NOl given In the Bummer of 1917. 
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123. Special Problema in Manual Training. Two credit hours. 
Open to seUlors or graduates, or to men of experience acceptable to the 
instructor. Mr. Usry. 
The course is primarily designed for acting or prospective ad-
ministrative officers. Readings and discussions covering the general 
theory and the relations of manual training to the elementary and 
secondary schools. Designed to make the superintendent or principal 
thoroughly conversant with what ought to be expected from the work: 
equipment, cost, selectiou of teachers, salaries, and ways to help the 
teacher in service. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
112 M. , Tu., Th ., F., 4:30 •.. .... .... . ...... .. S. 212 Usry, Smith 
II7 M., Tu., Th., F., 1:30-4:30 ............••.. S. 212 Usry, Smith 
uS M., Tu., Th. , F. , [:30-4:30 ....................... S. 212 Usry 
123 To be arrangeu ....... . ......... .. ................ S. 2 [2 Usry 
MATHEMATICS 
Office, 3I4 University Hall 
PROFESSORS KUHN AND RASOR, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ARNOLD 
121. College Algebra and Trigonometry. Three credit hours. 
)Ir. Rasor. 
131. College Algebra and Trigonometry. Five credit hours. 
Prerequisite, entrance algebra and geometry. Mr. Rasor. 
132. Plane' Trigonometry and Analytical Geometry. Five credit 
hours. Prerequisite, Mathematics 131. Mr. Rasor, Mr. Arnold. 
142. Caiculul. Five credit hours. Six recitations (each 1){ 
hours) a week. Prerequisite, Mathematics 141. Laye 's Calculus. 
Mr. Kuhn. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
167. Differential Equations. Three credit hours. Six recitatious 
a week. Murray's Differential Equations. Mr. Rasor. 
186. The Teaching of Mathematica. Two credit hOUfS. Mr. 
Arnold. 
A critical study of the teaching of Mathematics, with particular 
attention to the problems of the secondary schools. Lectures, discus-
sions and practice teaching. 
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173. Modern Higher Algebra orlnvariants. Three credit hours. 
ix recitations a week. Mr. Kuhn. 
The subject matter of this course will be chosen with special 
reference to the needs of high school teachers. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
121 Daily, 7:30 (except Saturday) .. .......... . ...... U .308 Rasor 
131 Daily, 7:30 and 8 :30 (except Saturday) ... . .. .. .... U .308 Rasor 
132 Daily, 7:30 and 8:30 (except Saturday) .. U .310 Rasor, Arnold 
142 Daily, 7 to 8:30 .................................. U .312 Kuhn 
J67 M., Tu., Th., P., S., and one hr.to be arranged, 9:30 U .308 Rasor 
173 DaiJy,8:30 ........ .. .............. . .... . ..... . .. U.312 Kuhn 
186 l\1.. Tu., Th., F., 10:3° . . ...................... L.306 Arnold 
MUSIC 
DIRECTOR CAMPBELL, MR. HEARN 
101. Tbeory and Practice of Teaching Music. Two credit bonrs. 
Four hours each week. Prerequisite. a knowledge of elemf'ntary music 
and sight singing. Mr. Campbell. 
This course is for those students who are supervisors, who are to 
be supervisors, or who have to deal with music in the graded schools, 
the high schools, and the llormal schools. It includes the study of 
methods and materials; the grading of music courses; the supervising, 
conducting and systematizing of public school music in general. 
Music 101 credited only in College of Education. 
105. Advanced Harmony. Two credit hours. Two lectures and 
four hours' practice each week. Mr. Campbell. 
Modulations, suspensions, four-part song writing. simple melodies 
without modulatiull, and melodies containing change of key. Homo-
phonic forms. 
111. MUlic Appreciation. One credit honT. Two homs each 
week. Mr. Campbell. . 
This cOllfse is open to all students. Structural forms in their evo-
lution from the primitive folk songs through the symphonies. Ana-
lytical lectures and lecture recitals. 
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The essential facts in the history of music; the development of the 
instrument, church forms; the development of church music, the 
oratorio, the opera; and the lives of the musicians. 
Recitations and lectures. 
E. Theory and Harmony. Two hours each week. Mr. Camp-
bell. 
The elements from scales, intervals and chord formation through 
iuversions and chords of the seventh to modulations. The conrse 
includes both blackboard aud keyboard' work. (This course does 
not carry credit. ) 
F. Conducting. Two hours. For more advancedstudents. Pre-
requisite, the ability to read music readily at sight and a knowledge 
of part singing. Mr. Campbell. 
This course consists in the methods of presenting the songs and 
choruses from the first grade through the high school. Use of the baton, 
signaling, methods of rehearsal. choral technic, and interpretation. 
Practice conducting by members of the class. Lectures aml chorus 
singing .. (This course does not carry credit.) 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
101 M., Tu., Th., F., 9:30 ........... . ........ H. F. 208 Campbell 
105 Tn., Th., 8:30 ........................... H. F. 208 Campbell 
In 'fu., Th., 1:30 . ............ . ......... . .. H. F. 208 Campb~l1 
113 1\1., F., TO:30 ........•................... H. F. 208 Campbell 
E Tn., Th., 1l:30 ........................ . H. F. 208 Campbell 
F To be arranged ......................... . H. F. 208 Campbell 
PHILOSOPHY 
Office, 32T Uuiversity Hall 
PROFESSOR LE;IGHTON. ASSISTANT PROFE;SSOR CHANDLER 
Philosophy 105, 152 and 142 are especially adapted to the 
needs of teachers. Philosophy lOS involves the systematic con-
sideration of the ethical values aimed atin education and social organ· 
ization. Philosophy 152 traces the growth of ideas in the modern 
world up to the present time. Philosophy 142 traces the development 
of the philosophical conceptions that are implied in the philosophy of 
society and of education today. By special arrangement to do extra 
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work Philosophy 105 anclIS2 may be taken as a minor for the Master's 
degree. Philosophy 142 may be counted towards either a major 01' 
minor. 
105. Elementary Ethic.. Three credit hours. • ot open to first 
year students. Mr. Leighton. 
The course will open with a brief account of the evolution of 
morality, and of the principal theories of the moral standard or high-
est good. The major part of the course will be concerned wilh the 
practical applications of ethical theory to the problems of education 
and social and political organizatio,n in the United States today. 
152. The History of Modern Philosophy. Three credit hours . 
:-<ot open to first year students. Mr. Chandler, 
The evolution of modern philosophic thought from Francis Bacon 
and Descartes to Herbert Spencer. The history of modern philoso-
phy will be considered in relation to the literary, scientific, social and 
political movements of the modern European age. This course is of 
special value to students of literature, history, science and education. 
142. The Main Currents in Contemporary Philosophy. Three 
credit hours. Prerequisite, one year's work in philosophy, psychology 
and biology, including Philosophy lOl, lSI or 152. Mr. Leighton. 
An account and estimate of the chief formative influences in the 
reflective life of the present time, including evolutionism, pragmatism, 
radical empiricism, and idealism. Intended for tudents of litera-
ture, science, edu<'.ation , and social movements. 
FOR GRADUATES 
208. Seminary in Contemporary Philolophy. Two or three 
credit hours. !\fr. Leighton. 
A critical examination of some of the more important movements 
in contemporary thought. The selection of these movements will de-
pend in part upon the previous training and special interests of the 
members of the class. It will be made from the following topics: 
pragmatism and radical empiricism (William James and John 
Dewey), absolute idealism (Josiah Royce, Bernard Bosanquet, and 
F. H. Bradley), temporalism (Henri Bergsou), monad ism (James 
Ward aud B. Varisco) and the new realism (B. Russell aud the 
American neo-realists). This course may not be taken without pre-
vious consultation with the instmctor. Students who have not pre-
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viously had Philosophy 152 or 142 must take one of these cour es ('011-
currently witb 208. When taken in conjunction with 142 it may he 
counted towards a major in philosopby for the Master's degree. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
105 Daily, 9:3° ... ..... . . . . .... ...... .. .•........ U. 32[ 
142 Daily, 10:30 .... . ....... . .... . ....... . . . . . U. 321 
152 Daily, 8:3° . .............. . . . .. . ..... . . ... . U. 32I 
208 To be arranged . ..... . ......... . . .. ...... .. . . C. 321 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 





PROFESSORS ST. JOHN, WILCE, AND CASTL.EM .. ~N, MR. MARSH, MR . 
TRAUTMAN, MISS MOODIE OF THE THOMAS NORMAL TRAINING 
SCHOOL OF DETROIT, MISS BOYER, MISS MESLOH 
AJI courses, six weeks, June 2[ to August 2. 
107. The Organization and Admini.tration of Athletic. in Sec-
ondary School.. One credit bour. Three lectures each week and 
additional conferences. Mr. St. John, Mr. Castleman. 
Problems of internal organization in the school, selection of ac-
ti\'ities, finances, equipment, place and qualifications of director, 
features of athletics, etc., will be discussed. General problems, such 
as the formation of leagues or associations, schedule making, con· 
ducting meets, athletic policies, etc., will be considered. 
112. Principle. of Coaching. Two credit hours. Six lectures 
and ten hours' practice each week. Mr. St. John, Mr. 'Vilce, Mr. 
Castleman. 
Instruction in the organization, conduct, and coaching theory and 
practice of competitive athletic games: football. basketball. baseblll1, 
track. 
Rules of tbe games, formations, plays, selection and handling of 
men, training problems, playing of different positions and training in 
different events, team problems, generalship, and all fundamentals 
will be considered. The principles taught in this course will be 
demonstrated and actual field practice gil·en. Personal eq~ipmellt 
must be furnished by students. 
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114. Play and Play Ground Work. One credit hour. Three 
lectures a week. Mr. Wilce. 
Lectures on play theory, recreation, play and game. and other 
play ground acth·ities. 
116a. Play Ground Activiti« for Boys. One credit bour. FOllr 
practice hours a week. Mr. Wilce, Mr. t. John, Mr. Castleman. 
Active group game of low and high organization; pas ive game, 
. lunt anrl tory telling; modern, all-inclusive. athletic competition; 
play groucrl gymnastics Rnd other activities. 
116b. Play Ground Activities for Girls. One credit hour. Four 
practice hours a week. Miss Moodie, Mi~s Boyer. 
Simple and advanced folk dances and singing games. Group 
~arnes of low and high organization, competitions, story telling; ex-
l'ursions and other activities. 
118. Play Ground Practice. Oue credit hour. Five hour a 
week. Mr. Wilce, Mr. St. John, Mr. Castleman, :\liss Moodie, Mis 
Boy~r. ~li s Mesloh. 
I'rdctical planning. teaching, supervi ion Rnd leadership on the 
regularly equipped Ohio State Univer ity Practice Play Ground under 
upervision. 
Physical Education 114 and JJ6a or 116b will be taken a~ one 
course. Phy ical Education 118 will not be open to those tudents 
who are not registered for Physical Education 114 and 116a or 116h or 
who have had no previous course in play. 
Exception to this rule is possible only on con ent of the head of 
the department. 
120. Anthropometry and Physical Diagnoai.. (Men). Two cred_ 
it hours. Daily for six weeks. Mr. Castleman. 
Inspection, palpation, ausculation and percussion, with knowl-
edge elicited and its significance. Examination of special en es; 
hi tory taking; instruments and their uses. 
122. Teaching of Physical Education. Two credit hour . Three 
lectures and five practice hours Ii week. Prerequisite, Physiology 
101·102 or 119-120, Psychology 101-102, previou satisfacton phy-
ical training. 
Instruction in methods of teaching and grading gyUlua-ium work 
a11l1 theory of gymnastics. Practice in light and heavy apparatus, 
graded calisthenics, marching tactics. Instruction in gymnastic 
dancing and athletic games. Indiddual practice in han(lIing squads 
on the floor. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN 
131. Hygiene and Elementary Practice. One credit hour. One 
lecture and two hours elementary practice a dar. Miss Moodie. 
;.'Iiiss Boyer. 
Lecture. Personal hygiene; care of the body; me ning- and im-
portance of health in relation to life and as a social factor: pecial hy-
giene for women; emergencie . 
Elementary Practice. Formal floor work. Swedish g}mnas-
tics; calisthenic. i dumb-bells and Indian clubs; simple heavy apparatus. 
Marching Tactics. Facings; rank and file marching; figure 
marching. 
Games. Volley ball, tennis, archery. basketball. 
Dancing. Elementary ae thetic technique and danciug. 
(This course i a prerequisite to all others or Olay be taken at the 
same time with others on approval of the head of the department.) 
135. Anthropometry and PhYlical Diagnolil. Three credit 
hours. Lectures daily. One hour laboratory daily for the la t two 
weeks. Miss Moodie, Mi Boyer. 
Theory of taking and keeping records of pbysical history of stu, 
dents. Anthropometric mea urements; pbysical examination by in -
spection of eye, ear, nose, throat, lungs, heart, back and feet, with 
interpretation of knowledge obtaiued. Interpretation of symptoms of 
common diseases and phl' ical defects. 
136. Theory and Practice of Teaching and Advanced Practice. 
Three credit hours. Three lectures, four practice bour and four 
hours teaching a week. Miss Moodie, Miss Boyer. 
Lectures. Brief Uleory, principles and types of physical educatioll 
as to purpose and methods; instruction in planning and conducting 
lessons for ,-arious ages; observation, criticism and discussion of classes. 
Advanced Practice. Advanced formal floor work. Advanced 
Indian clubs; wands; advanced apparatus work. 
Swimming. Dog paddle: floating; breast stroke; side stroke. 
Games. Indoor baseball; field hockey. 
Dancing. Advanced aesthetic technique and dancing. Festiyals. 
Teaching. Under supervision eacb student will conduct cia es 
in \\'imming pool, on gymnasium floor and out of doors for children 
and older students. 
SUITS 
The regulation Ohio State gymnasium suit is preferred. Oliler 
suits con isting of loose blouse and full bloomers may be used . 
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Leather soled gymnasium hoes. ballet. lippers. and for outside ports 
rubber soled sboes are required. 
All suits, sboes and caps must be provided by the tudent. 
Sol......-Thougb the ahove cour .. t .. nre planned primarily for tho-e Intendinj( 
10 t!'llch. tbey may Ix> taken by any student In the ummer e Nlon who I, In· 
U're"tt'd In them. No tudent may r('eel"e rnorl' thsn Ix b'lUrR credit with th~ 
!'xceptlon of studl'nts taking Php'ical Education 11' a millor In tbe ollege 01 
E<lu(·ltloll. Thp" tullent" must tak!' thl' rna Imum-tWl'lve hours credit. 
GYMNASIUM ' 
The gymnasium will be open during tbe es ion and will afford 
opportunity for voluntary exercises and indoor games. The equipment 
and apparatu may be used and the lockers, showers and s~;mming 
pools will be open to tho e who wish to use them, upon the payment 
of a fee of fifty cents. This fee includes the rental of towels. 
The swimming pools will be a\'ailable at all hours possible. The 
payment of a locker fee is required in order to obtain the privilege of 
using the pool. wimming suit~ for women are furnished at a cbarge 
of five cents an bour. Instruction may be arranged for those who de. 
ire it. 
The tennis court will be available at all hours. A pecial ticket, 
the price of which i fifty cents, i required. The student provides 
racquet and balls. Instmclion may be arranged for those who de ire it . 
. \ summer baseball team with limited schedule will be organized. 
Two track meet will be held during session, one open to aU stu-
dents in the l'nh-ersity, the other open only to tudents in the Depart-
ment of Phy ical Education. 
General excursions will he organized from time to time. 
Students will be given opportunity to learn the principles and 
trokes of golf on the three hole practice links on the Athletic Field. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
107 )loDllay and Friday and alternate Wednesdays, 1:30 ......... A. 
I I 2 Daily, 2 :30; Practice, 3 :30-5 :30 . . .............. .... ....... A. 
: :~a T}uesday and Thursday a{n~ .~l.t~~~~~~. ~~~~~l~~~~~S.'. ~ :~~: : : : . ~: 
1 r6b Hour to he arranged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. 
118 ....................•... Playground 
120 Daily. I I :30 ..... ........... ......... .., ............. G. 
122 Lecture, M., W., F., 8:30; Practice, Daily, 9:30 ... , ........ G. 
131 Daily, 7:30 .................................... .. ... ..... C. 
135 Daily, 2:30 . ... ................................. •. . .... ... G. 
136 W., S., :30. Hours to be arranged ...................... G. 
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PHYSICS 
Office, 107 Physics Building 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR S~UTH, ~fR. WOODBURY 
112. G eneral PhYlic.. Three credit hours. Prerequi ite, Math· 
ematics 121·122 or 131-132. Mr. Smith. 
Light and electricity. This corresponds to the work regularly 
gh-en in the second semester with the same course number. 
103a. G eneral P hyaic.. Three credit hours. Mr. Woodbury. 
Mechanics and heat. This corresponds in part to the work regular-
ly given in the first emester as Physics 103. 
107. G en eral Phyaic.. Four credit hours. For pre-medical 
students only. Mr. Woodbury. 
FOR ADV ANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
121 or 122 and 1230r 124. Advanced Laboratory PhYlic.. Three 
credit holUs. Mr. Smith, Mr. \Voodbury. 
Exercises designed to illustrate the methods employed in exact 
measurements and to give skill in practical manipulatiou of phy ical 
instruments. A year's work in physics in a secondary school, familiar-
ity with plane trigonometry, and a year of college physics are prereq,-
uisite for this course. The labomtory will be open six hours daily. 
Properly qualified students may carry 011 advanced laboratory or re-
search work. 
144. Advanced Electricity. Three credit hours. Prerequi ite, 
calculus and ODe year of college physics. Mr. Smith. 
A lecture and recitation course intended for advanced undergrad-
uates and graduate students. Correspondence with the instructor is 
invited. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
103a M., Tu., \V., Th., F., 7:30 ................. Ph. 200 
107 ~1., T n ., W., Th., F., 8:30 ................. Ph . 200 
Il2 M., Tu., \V., Th., F., 8:30 ................... Ph. 
121-2 {M., Tn., Th., F., 9:30-12:30 } ......... Ph. 100 { 
Tu., W., Th., 1:30-4:30 
{ 
M., Tu., Th., F., 9:30-12 :30 } Ph 100 { 123-4 Tu., W., Th., 1:30-4:30 .......... . 
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Each of the courses, Physics 112 and Phy ics 103a, includes one 
three-hour laboratory period. Physic 107 includes two three-hour 
laboratory periods. This laboratory work may be taken at the period~ 
scheduloo for Physics 121-122. 
PHYSIOLOGY 
Office, 204 Biological Hall 
PROFI!SSORS BROOKS AND BLEILE, MR. DL"RRANT 
119. General Physiology. Three credit hours. Not open to 
first year studeuts. Dr. Bleile. 
Arranged for students who have no creclit in chemistry. 
A foundation course in the fundamental principles of animal ph}" i-
ology ",;th applications to the buman body, including demonstration' 
in circulation, digestion, respiration, gro and minute anatomy, refie' 
action, and other simple phenomena of living organisms. 
120. General Physiology. Three credit hours. Continuation of 
Physiology 119, including the nervous sv tem and the special sen e~. 
Prerequisite, Physiology Il9. Dr. Bleile. 
Arranged for students who have no credit in chemistry. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
109. Physioloaical Laboratory. Tbree credit hours. Prerequi-
site, Phy iology Il9 and 120, or equivalent. Dr. Bleile, Ir. Durrant. 
Physiology 109 will be especially valuable to teachers of physiol-
ogy in high scbools and may be accompanied by either 119 or 120 
taken as $I review. Special attention will be given to muscle-nerve. 
the nervous system and the senses, but in general the laboratory work 
will be adjusted to tbe needs of individual students. 
203. Research in Physiology. Tbree to five credit bours. For 
tbose wbo are qualified to undertake original inve tigation. HOllr to 
be arrangecl by consultation. Dr. Brooks. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
109 To be arranged ... . ......... Bi. 2uU Bleile, Durrant 
119 Daily, 8:30 .................................. Bi. 200 Bleile 
120 Daily, 10:30 ................................. . . Bi. 200 Bleile 
203 To be arranged ................................ Bi. 104 Brook 
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POUTICAL SCIENCE 
Office. 200 University Hall 
PROFESSOR COKER 
133. Government in the United State.. Three oredit hour- . 
::-<ot open to first year students. Mr. Coker. 
A study of the organization and acth·ities of the national govern-
ment of the United States. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND CRADUATES 
130. Municipal Function.. Three credit hours. Prerequisite. 
Political Science 133-134. Mr. Coker. 
study of the work of city government in the United State and 
Europe. Comparative studies will be made of the following fields of 
municipal activity: police protection; fire protection; sanitary func-
tions; regulation of building; municipal charities; educational func-
tions; street construction and city planning; garbage and sewage 
disposal; \lonlrol of public utilities; municipal ownership; municipal 
finance. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
130 Daily. 10:30 .... ................ ............. u. 200 Coker 
133 Daily. 7:30 .................................... U. 200 Coker 
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF EDUCATION 
Office, 100 C Hayes Hall 
ASSISTANT PROFltSSOR CLIFTON 
101. Principles of Education. Three credit hours. Mr. Clifton . 
A review of educational theory and the principles underlying 
teaching. Principles of education as applied to present day methods 
of teaching will be emphasized. 
111. Advanced Principle. of Education. Three credit hours. 
Prerequisites, Physiology 101 and 104, Psychology JO[-[02, and His-
lory of Education [01-102. Mr. Cliftou. 
This course i a search in the fields of biology, psychology and 
hi~tory of education for fundameutal principles that should guide in 
educational practice, and is open to leachers and g raduate students. 
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PRACTICE TEACHING 
Ou the joint recommendation of the State Department of Public 
Instruction, the President of the University, and tbe Dean of the College 
of Education, no courses in practice teaching will be offered in the 
Summer Session of 1917 at tbe Ollio State University . In their opin-
iOIl, courses in practice teacbing cannot at present be conducted effect-
ively and satisfactorily in summer schools. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
rOI Daily, 9:30 . . , . .... .. . , . . . . ...• .. .... . .... .. Ha . 208 Clifton 
lor Daily, n:30 . . . . . . .... . . .. . . .. . . . . ... . .. . .... Ha. 208 Clifton 
J 1 r Dail y, 8 :30 ........ • ... . .... .. ...•..••.•.... . . Ha. 208 Clifton 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Office, 404 University Hal! 
PROFESSOR ARPS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WEISS, MR. EYANS, 
lIIR. BRIDGES, MR. BOCK. 
101. Elementary Psychology. Introductory course. Three 
crerlit hours. Mr. Arps, Mr. Bock. 
102. Elementary Psychology. Introductory course. Three 
credit hours. Prerequisite, Psycbology IOI. Mr. Dock . 
107. Educational Paychology. Two credit hours. Prerequisite, 
Psychology 101-102 or 103-104. Mr. Bridges. 
108. Educational Paychology. Two credit hours. Prerequisite, 
Psychology 101-102, Psychology 107. Mr. Evans. 
114. Mental and Social Measurements. Two credit hours. Pre-
requisite , Psychology 101-102 or 103-I04. Mr. Weiss. 
A course designed to meet the needs of those students who expect 
to carryon investigation in psychology, education and the social 
sciences. Topics: Standard metbods of bandling data, computatiou 
of averages; deviations and correlations; graphical representation; 
graning and marking systems. A continuation of Psychology IIS. 
115. Genetic Psychology. Two credit hours. Prerequisite, Psy-
chology 101-102 or 103-104. Mr. Evans. 
The natural history of tbe development of the mind. The impor-
tant transitional periods in the life of the individual. The cbaracter-
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istics of the child mind and the laws of mental life will receive special 
attention. 
125. Social PsychololrY. Three credit hours. Prerequisite, Psy-
chology 101-102 or 103-104. Mr. Weiss. 
A study of the nature and variety of inherited tendencies; the 
relation of these tendencies to acquired behavior and social control; 
the development of personality; application to the problems of society; 
school conditions, and educational aims. 
129. Advanced Psychology. Two credit hOUTS. Prerequisite, 
Psychology 101-102 or 103-104. Mr. Arps. 
Intended for students who desire a more detailed knowledge of 
the mental processes than is possible in an introductory course. Fun-
damental to all fields of psychology and philosophy and to allied fields 
which involve human behavior. 
133. Mental Tests. Two credit hours. Prerequisites, Psychol-
ogy III-1I2 or lo7-r08 or 121-122. Mr. Evans. 
Practi!!al laboratory work in the application of all kinds of psy-
chological tests and educational scales. Adapted to meet the indi-
vidual needs of all prospective teachers or those desiring practice in ap-
plying the Binet scale and other scales for mental classification. 
141. Minor Research. Two credit bours or more. Prerequisite, 
at least twelve bours in psychology. Mr. Arps, Mr. Weiss. 
Investigation of minor problems in the various fields of psychology. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
lor Daily, 7:3° ..................................... U. 400 Bock 
101 Daily, 8:30 ..................................... U. 400 Arps 
101 Daily, 10:30 .... .... .. ... ... ....... . ......... U. 400 Bridges 
102 Daily, 10:30 ............ ... .. . .................. U. 410 Bock 
107 M., Tu., Th., F., 7:3° ........................ U. 401 Bridges 
107 M., Tu., Th., F., 8:30 ....................... U. 401 Bridges 
r08 M., Tn., Th., F., 7:30 .......................... U. 410 Evans 
I14 M., Tu., Tb., F., 9:3° ............ .. ......... ... U. 410 Weiss 
lI5 M., Tu., Tb., F., 8:30 ......................... U. 406 Evaus 
125 Daily, 7:3° ......... . ......... . ................ . U. 406 Weiss 
)29 M., Tu., Th., F., 10:30 ........................... U. 412 Arps 
133 M., Tu., Th., F., 9:30 to II:30 ... ...... ........ U. 405 Evans 
141 To be arranged ... ...... ......... •....... U. 403 Arps, Weiss 
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ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND UTERA TURES 
Office, 305 University Hall 
PROF F.S'iO RS BRl'CE AND INGRAHAM, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CHAPI.-, 
MR. CARDON 
FRENCH 
101. Elementary Course, Four credit hour . Text-books: Car-
lIon' Practical French Course (Silver, Burdett & Co.), Laboulaye' 
Contes bleu (Heath). 'Mr. Cardon. 
Careful study of pronunciation; rapid survey of the essentials of 
grammar, with written exercises in the translating of English sen-
tences into Freuch; oral drill; translation of easy French prose. This 
cour e is intended for tudents or teachers who wish to secure in a 
short period a really substantial knowledge of the leading facts of the 
lnnguage. 
102. Elementary Course (continued). Four credit hour. Pre-
requi ite, French 101, or an equivalent. Mr. Bruce. 
Re\·iewof the principles of French grammar, includiug irregular 
verb.. Exercises in prose composition. Fraser and Squair's GraUl-
mar, Wilh practice in speaking. Reauing of prose torie and come-
lIie. 
103. Modern French Literature. Four credit hours. Prerequi ite. 
one year of collegiate French, or its equivalent. 'Mr. Chapin. 
Stndy of somewhat difficult prose and of one or more dramas, 
wilh review of special features of the grammar, and with exercises in 
pro e compo Ition. Brief lectures supplement the literary work. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATES 
107. Advanced Compoaition and Conversation. Two credit 
hours. Prerequisite, two years of collegiate French, or its equivalent. 
:\lr. Cardon. 
Cameron's French Composition, followed by other selection . 
Dictation, rouversation. The course is conducted mainly in French . 
108. H"tory of French Literature. Two credit hours. Prereq-
uisite, two years 01 collegiate French , or it equh'alenL Mr. 
Canloll. 
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Lecture and iIlustrath'e readings. The course is conducted 
mainly in French. 
112. Nineteenth Century Drama. Two credit hour. Prerequi ite, 
at least two years (four hours a week) of collegiate French, or its 
equivalent. ~Ir. Bruce. 
Tendencies of French drama during the nineteenth ce~tury, with 
especial reference to Scribe, Augier, Dumas fils; and ardou. Lec-
tures, with collateral reading and reports. 
FOR GRADUATES 
205. History of the Literary Movement in France in the First 
Half of the Nineteenth Century. Two credit hours. Prerequi ite, at 
least three years of collegi!lte French, Mr. Bruce. 
Special emphasis will be placed npon the Romantic movement. 
... critical ludy, with lectures, assigned readings and report.!. of 
Chateau briand, Mme. de Stael, Hugo, and Lamartine. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE M. A. DECREE 
Among the cour es to be offered in tbe Summer Se ions are cer-
tain ones which are considered e ential for all graduate tudents 
who are candidates for the degree of Master of Arts with a major ill 
French. These course are: for the summer of 1917, French 107, 108, 
112, 205; for 191 • French 113. II4, 122,217 (or 219); for 19[9, French 
UI, 116,122, 2[S. If any of these course (description of which may 
he found in the Graduate Bulletin) hou!!l not be given, equh'alents 
will be provided. 
SPANISH 
101. Elementa.ry Courae. Four credit hours. Text-book : 
Ingraham-Edgrell's Spanish Grammar, and Ingraham's Victoria. 
Mr. Ingraham. 
Rapid snrvey of the essentials of the grammar, with written exer-
cises in the translation of Engli h sentences into Spanish; oral drill ; 
translation of easy Spanish prose. This course is intended for stu-
dents or teachers who wish to secure in a short period a really sub-
stantial knowledge of the leading facts of the language. 
102. Elementa.ry Course (continued ). Four credit hours. Pre-
requisite, Spanish 101 or an equivalent. Mr. Ingraham. 
Review of the essential features of Spanish grammar. E ercises 
in prose composition with practice in speaking. Reading of prose 
tories and comedies. 
SUMMER SESSION 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
French 
101 M., Tu., W., Th .• F., 8:30; ;M., W., F., 10:3° ... U. 303 Cardon 
102 111., Tu., "V., Th. , F., 7:30; M., :rn .• Th., 9:30 . ... U. 302 Bruce 
r03 M., Tu., W., Th., F., 7:30; M., Tu. , Th., 9:3° ... U. 306 Chapin 
107 M., Tu., Th., F., 9:30 ........................ U. 303 Cardon 
108 M., Tu., W., Th., 7:30 ...... , ...... . ........... U. 303 Cardon 
112 M., 'Ill., \V., Th., 8:30 .......... . .. .. . . ........ U. 302 Bruce 
205 To be arranged .. . . .. ... . ...................... . L. 311 Brnce 
Spanisb 
101 M. , Tu., W., Th., F., 8:30; 111., W., F., 10:30. U. 301 Ingraham 
102 M., Tll., Th ., F.,9:30; M., Tu., W., Th., Il:30.U. 301 Ingraham 
SCHOOL ADMlNISTRA TION 
Office, 100 A Hayes Hall 
PROFESSOR BROWN AND PROFESSOR UPDEGRAFF OF THE UNIYRRSll'Y 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KOOS 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AIKIN 
101. Public Education in the United State.. Three credit hours. 
Open to advanced llndergradnates. Mr. Brown, Mr. Aikin. 
An introdnctory survey of American public education as the ex-
pression and promoter of democracy. School laws, regtllations and 
decisions of Ohio. Lectures, reading, quiz. 
102. State School Administration. Three credit hours. Open 
to advanced undergraduates. Mr. Koos. 
Federal and state policies. Forms of control. Revenue and ap-
portionment. The state and the teacher. The state and the child. 
The state aud non-state education. Lectures, reading, quiz. 
FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATILS 
111. The Administration of Secondary School.. Three credit 
hours. Mr. Aikin. 
Historical forerunners of the high school. Types of high schools. 
Aims of secondary education. Relation to higher and elementary 
education. High schools of the north central states. Curricula and 
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time scl1edules. College entrance requirements. Buildings. Equip-
ment. Texts. Supplies. Support and cost. Lectures, reading, 
quiz. 
112. The Admini.tration of Secondary School.. Three credit 
hours. Mr. Koos. 
Retardation. Elimination. Overage. Delinquency. Studeut 
activities. Grading. Records. Reports. Hygiene. Sanitation . 
Health. Preparation, selection, assignment, tenure and pay of 
teachers. Lectures, reading, quiz. 
113. The Admini.tration of Elementary School.. Three credit 
hours. Mr. Updegraff. 
Aims of elementary education. Organization and control. Types 
of schools. Curricula. Schedules. Texts. Supplies. Relation 
to secondary and vocational education. Buildings. Equipment. 
Grounds. Support and cost. Lectures, reading, quiz. 
FOR GRADUATES 
201. Seminary. Two to five credit hours. Open to superin-
tendents and principals of graduate standing by permission of the 
instructor in charge. Mr. Updegraff. 
City school surveys. Individual assignments and reports. Crit-
ici m and discussion. 
202. Seminary. Two to five credit hours. Open to superin-
tendents and principals of graduate standing by permission of the 
instructor in charge. Mr. Brown. 
State school surveys. Iudividual assignments and reports. Crit-
icism and discussion. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
101 Daily, 10:3° .................................. Ha. 208 Brown 
101 Daily, 10:3° .................................. Ha. 200 Aikin 
102 Daily , II:30 .................................. Ha. 200 Aikin 
III Daily, 7:3° .............. ... ........••..... .... Ha. 200 Koos 
112 Daily, 2:3° .................................... Ha. 200 Koos 
113 Daily, 8:3° .. .............................. Ha.200 Updegraff 
20r Tu., Th., S., 3:30 to 5:3° ..... .... ....••... Ha. rOT Upuegrai' 
202 M., W., P., 3:30 to 5:30 ......... ... ......... Ha. 101 Brown 
S MMER SESSION 
SHOPWORK 
(Department of Industrial Arts) 
Office, 125 Shop Building 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KNIGHT, MR. CASE, lIIR. BEEM, MR. 
SMITH, MR. BRECKUR, MR. WRIGHT, MR. 
DENMAN, MR. FOUST, AND PROFESSOR USR\' 
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MANUAL 
TRAINING 
The courses in shopwork are taught by practical and experienced 
shopmen who have had several years of successful teaching. The 
work of these courses will be especially helpful to men desirous of be-
coming teachers or supervisors of manual training in high schools. 
105. Founding. Two credit hours. Four weeks, June 21 to July 
19, six days a week. Mr. Beem, Mr. Breckur. 
Tempering sand and preparing green-sand molds of machine 
parts, core-making, melting of iron and brass, pouring. 
107. Chipping and Filing. Two credit hours. Four weeks, June 
21 to July 19, six days a week. Mr. Case. 
Exercises and practice in bench-work, including chipping in cast 
and wrought iron, surface filing, squaring, fitting, finishing, and the 
scraping of surface plates. 
109 . Joinery and Pattern Making. Two credit hours. Four 
weeks, June 21 to July 19, six days a week. Mr. Beem, Mr. Denman. 
Exercises and practice in joinery, wood-turning, and pattern mak-
ing, including sawing, planing and mortising, framing, and other 
work involving the use of the ordinary carpenter tools; center anrl 
chuck-turning, the making of finished patterns, aud enough elemen-
tary molding to il1nstrate drafts, parting, cores, etc. 
111. Advanced Pattern Making. Two credit hours. Four 
weeks. June 21 to July 19, six days a week. Mr. Beem, Mr. Denman. 
Continuation of Shopwork 109. 
113. Cabinet-Making. Two credit hours. Prerequisite, Shop-
work 109. Mr. Usry, Mr. Smith. 
115. Forging. Two credit hours. Four weeks, June 21 to July 
19, six days a week. Mr. Foust, Mr. Wright. 
The use and CAre of the forge, fire and tools; practice in iron and 
steel forging, inclnding such operations as cutting, bending, drawing, 
upsetting. shaping. and welding of iron; the making, hardening, and 
tempering of steel punches, chisels and lathe tools. 
S :; 
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If there is sufficient demand this course will be repeated the sec-
ond four weeks of the session, July 20 to Au~st 16. 
119. Mac.hine Work. Three credit hours. Four weeks, June 21 
to July 19, .six days a week. Mr. Knight. 
Elementary exercises on engine-lathes, such as plain, straight 
and taper turning, screw cutting, chucking, boring, filisg and polish-
ing. Elementary exercises on the drill press and plane. 
121. Advanced Machine Work. Three credit hours. Four 
weeks, June 2r to July 19, six days a week. Prerequisite, Shop work 
II9. Mr. Knight. 
Continuation of Shopwork 119, with more difficult exercises on 
the lathe, including square thread cutting, drilling and tapping, the use 
of steady rest, face plate work, and brass turning; practice on the mill-
ing machine, planer, shaper and turret lathe. 
129. Wood-Turning. Three credit hours. Prerequisite, Shop-
work 109. Mr. Smith. 
130. Pattern-Making. Three cr edit hours. Prerequisite, Shop-
work 129. Mr. Smith. 
131. A'dvanced Cabinet Work. Three credit hOllrs. Prereqni-
site, Shopwork I13. Mr. Smith. 
133. Elementary Woodwork. Two credit hours. No prerequi-













SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
Daily, 7:30 to ro:30 ................... . .... S. Beem, Breckur 
Daily, 8:30 to Il:30 01' 1:30 to 4:30 .................. ... S. Case 
Daily, 8:30 to II:30 or 1:30 to 4:30 . ......... S. Beem, Denman 
Daily, 8:30 to u:30; last 4 weeks ... .. ...... S. 
Daily, 1 :30 to 4:3° ......................... S. Beem, Denman 
M., Tu., W., Th., F., 10:30 to 12:30; Sat., 7:30 to 11 :30 .... 
............ .... ............ ..... ....... ...... S. Usry, Smith 
Daily, 8:30 to II :3001' 1 :30 to 4:3° ........... S. Foust, Wright 
Daily, 7:30 to II:30 ................... ......... .... S. Knight 
Daily, 1:00 to 5:00 ......................... .... .... S. Knight 
M., Tn., W., Th., F., 9:30 to 12:30 ................. .. S. Smith 
M., Tu., W., Th., F., 1:3oto 4:3° ....... .. ........ . .. S. Smith 
M., Tn., W., Th., F ., 1:30 to 4:3° .................. S. Smith 
M., Tu., W., Th., F., 10:30 to 12:30; Sat., 8:30 to II:30 ..... 
. . .. . . ...................................... S. ['sry, Smith 
UMMER SE SION 
SOCIOLOGY 
(See Economics aO(l Sociology) 
SPANISH 
(See Romance Langnages and Literatures) 
ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 
Office, rOI Botany and Zoology Building 
ASSISTA:l';T PROFESSOR BARROWS, MRS. Sl'EHl..E, PROFESSOR 
OSBORK (u'i CHARGE OF RESEARCH WORK ON HEMIPTERA) 
101. Elementary Zoology. Three credit hours. Lectures and 
laboratory work. Mrs. Stehle. 
An introdnctory general course intended to give an acquaintance 
with animal life and the principles of bi~logy and to serve as a foun-
dation for more advanced courses. Studies of invertebrates to the 
arthropods. Emphasis will be placed upon the correlations of struc-
ture and functions as well as classification, economic importance and 
otber topics. 
102. Elementary Zoology. Three credit hours. Lectures and 
laboratory work. Prerequisite or concurrent, Zoology 101 or equh--
alent. ;'\lr. Barrows. 
Study of arthropods and vertebrates. Consideration will be given 
to the theories of evolution, questions of instinct and intelligence, and 
heredity. 
129. Quantitative Studie& in Variation and Heredity. Two to five 
credit hours. Prerequisite, Zoology 101-102, and one year of another 
biological science. or equivalent. Mr. Barrows. 
Studies of the statistical and pure line methods and their applica-
tion to questions of variation and heredity, including practice in 
measuring, assembling. and analyzing data, and the plotting of curves 
and calculation of coefficients. The pure line method of studying 
heredity will receive considerable attention including practice in 
haodling and analysis of Mendelian data. 
14S. The Teaching of Zoology. Three credit hours. Prereq-
uisite, Zoology J01-102. Mr. Barrows. 
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This course is offered with the object of familiarizing the student 
with the material and the method of handling laboratory courses in 
zoology. The work consists of lectures and assigned readings on tbe 
sources of zoological information and the methods ofteaching zoology, 
along with actual teaching in the laboratory, field stndies and the col-
lection and preservation of laboratory material. 
FOR GRADUATES 
241. Research Work. Subjectto be assigned. Five to ten credit 
hours. Mr. Osborn, Mr. Barrows. 
Mr. Osborn, Research Professor, e ' peets to be on the grounds 
during a portion of the session and will be ready to supervise research 
work in his special sUbjects. Students wi hing to work uneer his 
direction should consult him in advance as to detail of work . 
Zoology IOI and 102 may be taken at the same time and when so 
taken a fu1l year of credit in zoology may be obtained . 
Zoology 129 will be given as a two-hour course unless special 
arrangement i1' made for more credit. This course deals principally 
with questions of heredity. The data of human heredity are used as 
far as practicable and the question of heredity and education wiIl 
receive consideration. 
Zoology T4S is designed to meet the requiremeuts of the College 
of Education for those who are majoring in zoology. 
Zoology 241. Graduate work mar be started during the Summer 
Session with the probability of being continued during the following 
summers. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
101 L., M., Tu., Th., F., 7:3° .. . .. . ............ B. Z. TO<} Stehle 
Lab., M., W., 2:30 to 4:30 
102 L., M., .Tu., Th., F., 9:30 •.... . .............. B. Z . 67 Burrows 
Lab., Tu., Th., 2:30 to 4:30 
129 L., 1\1., Tu., Th., F., 7:30 . .. ... ... . ......... B. Z. 67 Barrows 
145 To be arranged. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. B. Z. 67 Barrows, Stehle 
241 To be arranged ......... . ..... . ............ . B. 7 Barrow~ 
